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Chairman’s Report

While sitting down to white this report there is quite a feeling of déjà vu as it was only 12 months ago
that I wrote I would be stepping down as Chairman. But here I am a year on writing another annual
report and this time confirming I will definitely be stepping down at this AGM after 4 years guiding this
great Club.
2014 has been one of mixed emotions for our Club and its members. While we finished the 2013
season on a high, the tragic events of October soon saw our football and greater community needing
the support of each other like never before. Our thoughts went out to all who lost homes and were
directly and indirectly impacted by the fires; but we wanted to do something tangible. I was pleased
and proud to see how we were able to help not just our members, but the greater community. When
Summerhayes Park was used by the Dept. of Community Services as a support centre, we were able
to make all facilities available to them. The canteen was opened and all stock donated to the
volunteers and those coming looking for assistance. All frozen stock was donated to the RFS to help
feed the ‘firies’ and other emergency service crews. The members who lost their homes were assisted
with registration and replacement of kit, and where possible photos and trophies. And while this was
done without any thought of compensation, it was great to see Nepean Football Association and the
Laidley/Gatton Soccer Clubs in Queensland make financial donations to the Club to help. It was a
credit to our club to be able to give back to the community at a time when it was needed. Springwood
United – United In Sport, Uniting the Community.
When the time for football came around, we saw interest in participation at a level we have not
experienced for quite a while. Nearly 1,000 players took to the park this season and it was great to see
them out their enjoying themselves – thanks to Sean Leehy and his Football Committee for making the
season great for players and families. The introduction of the Junior Gala nights was a great success
and something I expect they will be keen to continue in the future.
The Club continued to strengthen its working relationship with the Nepean Football Association and
Blue Mountains City Council. The collaborative approach we have taken to working with these key
bodies has delivered some significant results for the Club.
Our stronger relationship with BMCC has allowed us to achieve two of the four goals I set myself when
taking on this role. Firstly the improvement to the playing surfaces. There is still work to be done, but
I would hope all would agree that to now have fields that are not dust bowls mid-way through the
season and finish the year with a cover of grass is a great achievement. I was doubtful I would be
able to have this goal achieved during my time as Chairman, but with the support of Clrs Brendan
Luchetti and Daniel Myles and the operations staff of the Council, we now have pitches that will only
improve as the works take effect.
Another Council related achievement for the Management Committee was signing off the formal
renewal of the Clubhouse license. I would particularly like to acknowledge the support of Clrs.
Luchetti and Myles and former Clr. McLaren and on Council’s staff Tony Moore, Dan Long, Steven
Keszler and Ken Phillips who provided guidance and assistance in making this happen. With a 5+5+5
license on the premises, the Club can now look at investing in much needed repairs and renovations.
The other two of my four goals related to having a fair Constitution and the Club’s sustainability. The
review of the Constitution was achieved early and you will see in our Financial Officer, Ciaran
O’Flanagan’s report that the Club is in a strong financial position. The Management Committee has
intentionally looked to steadily build cash reserves over a number of years. This was considered
necessary to address the poor financial state the club was in several years back and this has been
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done while being able to maintain registration fees steady for the past couple of years. With this
achieved I expect we will see registration fees continue to be stable or hopefully reduced and the
continued investment in field and facility improvements for the benefit of members.
Throughout my tenure as Chairman I have focused on achieving my four primary objectives, the
Club’s fiduciary duties, putting in place a strategic plan, Summerhayes field and facilities improvement
plan, new budgetary and cost reporting processes and adopting a more relevant Constitution.
But there is still a lot to be done and the Management Committee are already looking at how we can
improve facilities with lighting of the SSF area, training goals, improved canteen and change room
facilities – the list goes on.
While I do feel I leave the Club in a stronger position than when I entered the Management
Committee, I will leave it to members and history to judge how successful I have been in achieving the
goals set back in 2010. Any success achieved over this time has not been a solo effort. I have
enjoyed the support of strong Football and Management Committees and it should be remembered
that each of the committee representatives do so on a voluntary basis; giving up their valuable free
time to assist In the management of YOUR Club.
I would like to close by thanking the members for giving me the opportunity to have an impact on the
success of SUFC, and extending my personal appreciation to the members of the Management and
Football Committees, our Administration Officer Annette Harrop, Canteen Manager Gela Moloney and
those Councilors and Council staff who have provided support. Without the efforts of these and other
busy people who find ways to contribute to the Club’s management, you and your children would not
have the opportunity to get on the pitch each week throughout winter.
Good luck to the incoming Committee members and for the future of SUFC.
Wayne Moloney
Chairman
Springwood United Football Club
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Treasurers Report

“Nothing will work unless you do.” ~ Maya Angelou
It has been another good year for Springwood United and despite the traumatic events of nature in
October 2013, our resilient community has responded to ensure that your Football club grows
stronger.
Income
My primary role is to ensure that our club is financially sustainable, not just for current players but for
future generations.
We have a fully kitted out clubhouse that is used perhaps 52 days of the year – we must investigate
opportunities to generate revenue to assist with reducing registration fees.
Our club is the largest in the mountains – we must use that momentum to generate long lasting
partnerships with sponsors to generate a reliable income stream.
The canteen has had another successful year – good job Gela! Thank you to all the volunteers
throughout the season – your support helps keep costs down.
Expenditure
Thankfully, our club is primarily managed by volunteers and I aim to keep external costs low to ensure
that our members get the best value for money playing grass roots football
Subject to funding, we have many functional projects (improved lighting, facilities) to make your
football playing experience at Summerhayes something to be proud of.
Appreciation
In order to achieve our strategy, we have been ably assisted by the Football Committee, headed by
Sean Leehy and his team.
I would personally like to thank Anja Minney for her many years of dedicated service and during very
difficult circumstances assisted with the transition of the Treasurers role.
Finally, I would like to express my sincere thanks to our outgoing Chairman, Wayne Moloney; after
four years of hard graft heading the Management Committee– our club has a very positive future.
Ciaran O’Flanagan
Treasurer
Springwood United Football Club
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Field Management & Maintenance Committee Report

What another wonderful and successful year for SUFC it has been a great year for our fields! The
achievement of having the greatest grass coverage on our fields ever is of not only great testimony to
the efforts of the BMCC crew who have spent so much time in the continuing development of the fields
but the players and coaches, you have assisted in maintaining all fields with the clubs training
requirements.
There is 7.4 acres of field area at Summerhayes Park that requires managing and although you may
question why there are rules regarding training areas, locations, times and goal mouth areas, if there
weren’t we could have lost more game days due to wet weather. More grass equals less dirt, less dirt
equals less mud, therefore less mud means we can play more often after wet weather. Thanks again
for your support.
Plans are in place for the installation of specific goal mouth training areas…..yes so we can all practice
shooting and saving. Stay tuned.
Thanks to the tireless Ian Strudwick our clubs Competition Secretary and chief line marker who some
will see early or late marking our fields. Without the efforts of Ian and our many VOLUNTEERS who
put up the goal posts at the start of the season, pull down the goal posts at the end of the season,
clean the toilets and change rooms the list goes on, we wouldn’t get on the park each week. Thanks to
all.
A thank you to Wayne Maloney our Club Chairman for his terrific tenure over the past 4 years and his
contributions towards our clubs continued development. On behalf of the Management Committee I
wish Wayne all the best.
See you again next year.
Craig Adams
Vice Chairman
Springwood United Football Club
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President of Football Report

In October 2012, a cold snap caused snow to fall across large areas of the Blue Mountains. The
landscape was reminiscent of a European winter – snow-capped rooves and mountain peaks. Twelve
months later, mother-nature dished up hot, dry, windy weather. The result was vastly different. The
landscape was burnt. However, just like a fire promotes regeneration and germination, it strengthens
a community.
Springwood United Football Club is an integral cog in our community. It not only provides an
opportunity for members of the community to play football, it promotes a positive, friendly atmosphere.
It is our members and their families that create this environment which leaves an impressionable
footprint for our community.
The beginning of the season is a time reunite; a time to welcome new players; and, an opportunity to
welcome the return of our prodigal members. It is a marvelous sight to observe the excited and
enthusiastic faces of children as they congregate to form into teams. Watching the energy and
exuberance of players eager to showcase their skills and abilities as they participate in grading.
Parents forming newfound relationships as they share the common purpose of watching their son or
daughter enjoy the beauty of the game that is football.
This season our club witnessed a significant increase in registrations as our numbers grew from 767 in
2013 to 930. Football clubs can experience a spike in membership leading into a World Cup year and
our club certainly reaped benefits of the Socceroos capturing the anticipation of a nation as they were
preparing for Brazil coupled with the success of the Western Sydney Wanderers. The inspiration it
provided to the football community was a contributing factor to our club increasing its membership in
addition to the behind-the-scenes work of the Management and Football Committees to improve the
facilities and develop grassroots football.
Our club was very fortunate to be well represented in small sided (U5-U7) and modified (U8-U11)
football. Once again our Small Sided Football Coordinator Rene Dempsey did a sensational job, with
the welcome assistance of Bryan Richards – Junior Players Representative, coordinating
approximately 55 teams. It was a delight to observe during the course of the season the fruits of their
hard work; evidenced by the enjoyment of the club’s younger members.
The junior competition (U12-U16) was represented by 16 teams, comprising of 11 boys and 5 girls
teams. These teams performed admirably during the season, representing the club and the
community. Their success is not necessarily measured by how many games are won or where a team
finishes on the competition ladder. A team’s success can be subjective; achieving milestones, overall
improvement, enjoying football. However it is worthy to recognise some of our junior teams for their
achievements. The U12/1 – competition runners-up; U12G/1 black – competition and grand final
runners-up; U14/1 – grand final runners-up.
Our seniors (U18-AA/O35s) were represented by 13 teams, comprising of 11 male and 3 female
teams. Despite there being only 3 senior women teams, they matched their male counterparts with
their achievements. The AAL/1 – competition runners-up and grand final winners; AAL/6 Black –
competition winners and grand final runners-up. Well done ladies! The U18/2 – competition runnersup and grand final winners; AA6 – competition runners-up.
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Getting teams on the pitch every weekend is not possible without the hard work of coaches, managers
and age coordinators. The club and players appreciate the time you donate. The club hopes that you
have enjoyed the experience and look forward to your involvement in the future.
The club is very fortunate to have a committed group of people who volunteer their time as committee
members. Many thanks are extended to our Registrar – Rebecca Hulbert who volunteered at the
eleventh hour. Rebecca hit the ground running, learning the role during the registration period. I know
Rebecca spent many late nights, very often extending into the early hours of the morning, completing
the registration process for 930 players and 163 coaches/managers. Ian Strudwick, affectionately
known as Strudy, thanks for another season as the club’s Competition Secretary and the hours spent
marking lines – often conducted via moonlight or at the break of dawn. Graeme Ellis, for the thankless
task of grading players; another great job this year! Nigel, Andy, Wendy, Steven, Chris and Fiona,
thank you for taking on the general tasks which get thrown in your direction – coaches/managers
BBQ, Presentation Day, Gala Night just to name a few. Much appreciated.
The on-going improvements to the club does not occur without the support of the Management
Committee. The continual improvements to the quality of the fields, the fence line which now provides
protection to the SSF area at the northern end of field 1, purchasing of new equipment, completion to
the grandstand, are facilities that all members can enjoy. A special thanks to the club’s out-going
Chairman Wayne Moloney, who during his tenure was instrumental in the improvements to the fields,
securing the licence for the clubhouse and improving the club’s relationship with the community and
stakeholders. Thanks Wayne for your devoted commitment. The club appreciates your efforts.
Parents, thank you for supporting your children. Whether it be standing on the sidelines each
weekend, assisting with setting up nets or carrying goals back into the clubhouse, washing shirts etc.,
it is your combined efforts that create the community spirit within our club.
Once again thank you to my wife Sonya and our 6 children for their support during the season. It is
appreciated.
Hope to see you all again next season!
Sean Leehy
President of Football
Springwood United Football Club
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SSF Coordinator Report

What a fabulous season for Small Sided Football! We had bumper numbers across all age groups with
over 340 registered players forming 42 teams. Our Under 7’s fielded a record 13 teams! Other team
numbers were: nine Under 5, six Under 6, eight Under 8’s and six teams in the Under 9’s. Wow!
We had a slow start to the season due to poor weather but once the competition started our players
were off and running. It didn’t take long at all for our Under 5’s to find their feet and settle into play.
Our Under 6’s were old hands this year so were able to build on their experience and further develop.
As the season came to a close, it was evident that our Under 7’s are chomping at the bit and more
than ready for the challenges of the Under 8’s next year. Our Under 8’s rose to the challenge of their
change of game structure and really enjoyed their season. Finally, the Under 9’s had a great season
and are looking forward to their step up to the Under 10’s in 2015.
Earlier in the season, the Football Committee hosted a Gala Evening of Football on Friday 2nd May.
The players thoroughly enjoyed themselves. Not sure if it was the opportunity for the younger ones to
take to Field One, the playing under lights or the free sausage sandwich or perhaps a combination of
the three, but the night was a raging success. Such was the success that another night was planned
for 15th August! It was an excellent way to end what has been a fabulous season of football!
I would like to take the opportunity to extend my thanks and to acknowledge the following for their role
in SSF:
The Football Committee and Management team: for their continued support of Small Sided Football.
Rebecca Hulbert: For the ridiculously huge task of registering our players, coaches, managers and
teams.
Ian Strudwick: for the organization of our draw and field allocation for training.
Scott Jacka: ‘Equipment Guy’.
Nigel Stubbs: for creative problem solving (ie how to field 13 under 7 teams!).
Annette Harrop: purchasing officer.
Alena Anderson, Ross Kerkham, Glen McCaffery, Amy Golby, Joe McLenaghan: for organizing set up,
pack up and timekeeping each week, distributing information and assisting to make the competition
run smoothly.
Coaches and Managers: for your commitment to your players and for volunteering your time each
week to train and organize your team.
Finally, to our players and their families: thank you for supporting your team, Club and Football. From
training each week, to game day, canteen duty, washing shirt, and cheering on the sidelines. Thank
you for all you do to ensure your children thoroughly enjoy our game.
Thank you all for a HUGE 2014, I look forward to welcoming you all back for season 2015!
Rene` Dempsey
SSF Co-Ordinator
Springwood United Football Club
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Small Sided Football Team Reports
U5 Alligators (non-competition)
What a great first season for our terrific team!
I think I’ve been very lucky to coach such a happy and enthusiastic bunch of kids. Flynn has always
impressed with his ability to cover the whole field and get into exactly the right position at the right
time, well done. Liam, you have really applied yourself and shown fantastic improvement through the
season, and scored plenty of goals along the way, good job. Aaliyah, I like how your kicking has got
stronger and stronger through the season, after you recovered from that unlucky trampoline incident
just before the first game, keep up the good work! Evie, you scored the first goal of the season, on the
first day, in the first five minutes! What a great start for the team (and a proud moment for a dad!)
Albie, by the end of the season I could tell that you weren’t frightened to tackle anyone! Awesome
improvement over the season, great tackling and great teamwork too. Kate, part way through the
season I think you must have changed breakfast cereals, your energy on the field shocked everyone,
well done! Andrew, you are a powerhouse of energy, and that has motivated us all. Great kicking,
great running, and thanks for making sure we always have fun too. A big thank you to Julia for
managing us so competently, and thanks to all the parents for lending a hand and for all the great
support from the sideline too. It’s been great to see and hear everyone enjoying match day so much.
Go Alligators!
U5 Alligators 2014: Liam Boys, Flynn Driver, Evie Hodgins, Kate McIIveen, Aaliyah Nanva, Albie Neill,
Andrew Schuetrumpf
Coach: Andrew Hodgins

Manager: Julia Schuetrumpf

U5 Bears (non-competition)
The season started with lots of confusion, emotional outbursts and falling down but the under 5 Bears
quickly improved their listening skills and emotional control along with some great football skills.
The boys (Tristan, Owen, Travis, Flynn, Nathan, Tom and Will) became great friends and we
witnessed some brilliant kicking, goals and defence and had lots of fun. We enjoyed coaching and
watching these little fellas as much as they enjoyed playing.
Well done U5 Bears!!
U5 Bears 2014: Nathan Broadhead, Flynn Engelhard, William Ghata, Owen Roberts, Travis Sagovac,
Tristan Wade-Ferrell, Tom Withers.
Coach: Sandy Fagan

Manager: Lucy Ghata

U5 Cougars (non-competition)
What a fun season the Cougars had. I hope all of the boys learnt a lot this year and enjoyed the
season, I know I did. It was great to see a group of children who had never played football before
come together and have fun and their antics made training very entertaining. All of the parents could
see each and every one of them improving throughout the season. Hayden and Lucas took their
backyard competition and energy onto the field and played like it was a world cup game every week.
Robbie was always in there with the ball and having a go with a constant smile on his face. Aden
started the season off not too sure about how much fun this game was but by the end of the season
he was having fun and getting involved. Thomas has one super kick. When he gets onto the ball he
can boot it to the other end of the field. James was always trying his hardest and we were never sure
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whether batman or superman was coming to the game. Tahj only played a couple of games with the
team but tried his best each week. Well played boys and I hope to see you next year.
U5 Cougars 2014: Hayden Chapman, Lucas Chapman, Thomas Dawson, Aden Hather, James
Magner, Robert Pigram, Tahj Racklyeft
Coach: Jason Chapman

Manager: Louise Chapman

U5 Iguanas (non-competition)
This year the U5 Iguana team consisted of Aiden, Baxter, Carter, Isabelle, Jett, Payton & Sadie. A mix
of kids, most of whom knew each other before the season began. The season for the Iguanas began
strong; it was clear that there were some strong players in our team as our goals just kept coming. As
the season went on the team got even better. They began playing more as a team, thanks to the help
of Simon the coach, there was focus on passing the ball to each other. They all began implementing
their new skills on the field and soon all of the team had scored a goal! While the boys in the team
improved across the course of the season it is noteworthy to say that the 3 girls in the team each
became key players in their own rights. They were participating more in the games and with the help
of the boys they were all bonding as strong team members. All the while the parents were all bonding
too, now a close knit support team we will be back for the next season. Sure there was some fairy
flapping, tears, ball stealing from own players, reverse goals and a small boy who was desperate to be
on the team too, but what’s U5 football without those things? See you all next year Iguanas!
U5 Iguanas 2014: Sadie Albury, Aiden Denton-Boerger, Isabelle Hansen, Payton Henson, Baxter
Hepper, Carter Huggins, Jett Murtikos.
Coach: Simon Albury

Manager: Adam Hepper

U5 Lions (non-competition)
Congratulations to the Under 5 Lion ‘cubs’ on a great first season! Many of our families already have
been a part of the football community (Andersons, Beames, Billiards and Crouchers) and this season
we were lucky enough to welcome the Barbour, Morrissey and Walker families into small sided football
at Springwood United. What an initiation they received! Is anyone really prepared for U5 football cold, early starts; dark, late night training; setting up, sausage sandwiches for breakfast? The season
was off to a slow start with some children reluctant to play. The all too familiar comments of “I’m too
cold”, “I’m tired”, “I’m hungry” There were many times when the overhead planes and even the grass
were more important to them than ‘Super’ Coach Steven’s desperate calls for action. As the season
progressed the team spirit soared. Parents and Lions powered on through broken arms, colds, flus,
late Friday nights and early Saturday mornings. Despite it all, it was a pleasure to watch the boys play.
They all ended the season having scored goals, improved their skills, grown in confidence, formed
new friendships and above all had fun. A huge thank you to Steven for his patience and persistence
with coaching our ‘cubs’. I’d also like to take this opportunity to thank our very supportive parents,
without your help it would not have been possible. Thanks for attending all the training sessions and
morning games, even in the freezing cold. Watch out U6s we will be back!
U5 Lions 2014: Leonidas Anderson, Jacob Barbour, Henry Beames, Lachlan Billiards, Joshua
Croucher, Hayden Morrissey, Tyler Walker
Coach: Steven Anderson

Manager: Alex Anamourlis

U5 Monkeys (non-competition)
I had no idea what to expect when agreeing to coach the team this year, but I was blessed to have a
great group to coach this season, and we have had an awesome fun time along the way.
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Training was fun each week, and watching these youngsters develop their game, and improve weekly,
was an awesome thing to be a part of. They had fun in training, and their games, and played as a
team and developed as a team, way above expectations. The encouragement shown to each other
has been great to see, as well as passing/dribbling/shooting improving greatly through the season,
and I probably learned as much as the kids did!
I would like to thank Karen, our manager for all the help along the way, as well as my wife and all the
other parents, for helping get the kids to training and matches each week, and joining in the positive
encouragement of the team as a whole. It made for a fun environment for all, and hopefully we can
keep this going next season.
U5 Monkeys 2014: Hamish Clark, Alex Dufty, Georgia Holdsworth, Cael Kiely, Okani Vaimounga,
Joshua Wright
Coach: Keith Holdsworth

Manager: Karen Dufty

U5 Numbats (non-competition)
Owen, Tessa, Ben, Lyla, Lexie, Isobel and Daniella made up the U5 Numbats. Each week everyone
turned up smiling and excited to learn, play and most of all have fun. They all played and trained well
together, and it was really great to see them improve during the season.
We witnessed many noticeable improvements this year from all players and the Numbats should all be
proud of their progress this year. This season’s training sessions focussed on the basics, and it was
easy to see how everyone got a good grasp of the fundamentals.
As the season progressed the Numbats developed courage and confidence in attack and defence.
They displayed ball control and were keen to get stuck in and made some very brave tackles in the
later part of the season.
Congratulations to all the girls and boys on a fantastic season. You have been a pleasure to coach
and manage, and on behalf of all parents, family and friends, thanks for a great year - you can all be
very proud of what you achieved in your first season of football.
U5 Numbats 2014: Owen Bishop, Tessa Brischetto, Ben Cassidy, Lyla Douglas, Lexie Firth, Isobel
Rowntree, Daniella Stanley
Coach: Nathan Douglas

Manager: Tony Firth

U5 Raccoons (non-competition)
The 8:30 starts were worthwhile thanks to the good spirits and camaraderie of the Raccoon families.
The boys have had a lot of fun this season, and have displayed such positive attitudes and a level of
sportsmanship that is lovely to see in such young children.
Through the wrestling, chasing, dancing, forward rolls, and plane spotting on the field, as well as the
football, the boys have forged friendships and have improved their dribbling and kicking skills, as well
as following directions on the field.
Congratulations to all the boys on a great season: Angus, Cooper, Cooper, Ethan, Harrison, Harvey,
and Lachie.
Thanks again must go to all the families, who jumped in and helped out with coaching, substitutions,
time-keeping, canteen duty, and 8am setup without needing to be asked and without whom the
season most certainly wouldn’t have been as fun.
U5 Raccoons 2014: Harrison Balkin, Ethan Banks, Cooper Edwards, Cooper Golby, Lachlan
McAlpine, Harvey Rhodes, Angus Wills
Coach: Matt Rhodes

Manager: Alison Rhodes
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U5 Zebras (non-competition)
It was another gun year for the U5 Zebras, amazing that considering it was their first year! The team
was dominated by 2 families, the Edwards and Caristos. The Edwards Clan, mum Carolyn manager
extraordinaire who did a great job organising her Coach who never knew what field they played on!
Son, Noah he along with his cousin Robbie O’Brien could have been a team by themselves but being
cousins they just loved fighting with other during the season. They were very focused and jussttttt
looveeeeed playing. Good stuff boys! And the co-coach (yes we were that good the Zebras had a cocoach!) Sam Edwards: always there for training! A much better coach than the real coach. Thanks
Sam! Olympic representation for the Socceroos here you come! Just remember, I gave you your first
break!! The next dominating family were the Caristo twin sisters. Deanna: always up there having a
go, boys don’t get in her way. Antoinette: she was more worried if the coach’s tee shirt was tucked in
each game and if he wore colour coordinated shorts and tee shirt! You’ll be a fashion guru Nettie.
Maclean Hartley and James Rafter: These pair never spoke during the season! They communicated
telepathically with others in the team! James improved out of sight and by the end was exceptional,
and Maclean, verrryyyyyyy tactical in his game. Took his time, eyed the ball and ko’pow! Excellent
work boys. Elise Hurley: She was there for the social side of the game. Chatting, gazing at the clouds,
and occasionally kicking the ball. Hers was purely a social outing each Saturday! What soccer ball??
To Carolyn, Virginia, The Big Fella’ JH, Laurelle and Seamus, thanks for bring them out each week. A
sensational season with heaps laughs, heaps of crying kids from kicks into various parts of their
bodies with the ball or boots and plenty of hogging the soccer ball on the field! I love this gig!
U5 Zebras 2014: Antoinette Caristo, Deanna Caristo, Noah Edwards, Maclean Hartley, Elise Hurley,
Robert O’Brien, James Rafter
Coach: Vince Hurley

Manager: Carolyn Edwards

U6 Alligators (non-competition)
Well done boys! The U6 Alligators had a great year. As the year progressed, it was wonderful to see
the boys get more involved in each game and to see them stand up to the challenge as the games got
more physical. Towards the end of the season we saw many skilful passing movements leading to
some memorable goals as the boys started to gel as a team and understand how playing as a team
works.
Toby was a revelation this year with great speed, focus, aggression and skill. He seems to be a
natural striker with a knack of getting into the right position to score. His goal celebrations were
memorable. Sam was very strong again this year and is developing into a really good player. He
repeatedly showed an ability to run with the ball from one end of the field to the other and seems to be
able to run all day. Angus did really well in his first year. He was always fast, energetic and gave his all
in each game. After a long lay-off due to injury he returned with the same enthusiasm and some
impressive skill, always wanting to get the ball. Ben started the year with some solid defence but as
the year went by and his confidence grew he got more involved all over the park and ended as one of
our best all-round players. And his buddy Cooper always played with a smile and freedom that was a
joy to watch. He is quick, loves to run and has good skills. He seemed to pop up all over the field and
clearly loves to be involved in the play. Aidan did well in his first year of football and was often in the
mix competing for the ball. He stood up for himself, not taking a backward step and by the end of the
year was getting more power in his kicks. Well done, Aidan! Quinn showed significant improvement at
the end of the year with a greater willingness to get more involved, to run hard for the loose ball and to
contest for the ball. Many times his accurate and powerful kicks started good passing movements.
Thanks to all the parents too! Your support for not just your own your kids, but the whole team, made
for an enjoyable year. And thanks to Jon Wright who turned up on many cold Thursday evenings to
coach the boys.
U6 Alligators 2014: Angus Briggs, Aidan Fahy, Quinn Fryer, Benjamin Harrison, Cooper Henderson,
Tobias Ritchie, Samuel Wright
Coach: Jon Wright

Manager: Ian Fryer
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U6 Bears (non-competition)
Thank you everyone for being part of the U6 Bears this year, I have enjoyed every moment, working
with this great little team and encouraging each player to develop their football skills. Thank you
Richard for managing the team and juggling the handover of players, I know how hard that can be
when they are all so keen to be on the field! Each player has developed their skills and as the season
has progressed our teamwork has also developed!
Stephanie has bought the girl power to our team, becoming more involved each week with determined
tackling and some great kicks…my toes will be grateful for a rest in the off season though! Seth has
been a standout this year, improving every aspect of his game and scoring some great goals. Josh
has been a powerhouse for the Bears from day one, not scared to take on any player, with big kicks
and some great goals. Tom has had a promising first season, he is the quiet achiever in our team, a
great team player with a strong boot. Will is a confident and skilful player who can run the ball from
anywhere on the field, take some great shots at goal and during the season Will has also developed
his defence and passing skills. Lochlann has gained in confidence this season, tackling and running
the ball forward have been his strengths. Ashton’s skills and abilities continue to grow, with his speed
and strong kicks reaping many goals and yet he is a reliable and determined defender too. Max has
had another great year, confidently running the ball forward and challenging the opposition for the ball
at every opportunity, it has been great to see his passing game start to develop this season too!
Looking forward to 2015 already U7 Bears.
U6 Bears 2014: Seth Abel, Ashton Anderson, Stephanie Brown, Joshua Budd, William Ford, Lochlann
Johnson, Max Leach, Thomas Ward
Coach: Lachlan Leach

Manager: Richie Ford

U6 Cougars (non-competition)
It has been a pleasure to watch another season of the Cougars together. We were lucky enough to
gain 2 new team members this season, who have fit in very well with the rest of the original Cougar
players.
We have seen such a difference in all the boys this year from the beginning of the season to the end.
It is very obvious that the boys have listened very closely to "Coach Craig" at each training session.
Every skill that they have learnt during training comes out in their games, making each one very
exciting to watch. Whether it be blocking goals, terrific tackling, brilliant passing, fantastic control of the
ball, great on-field communication or jaw dropping goals being scored, they make every game well
worth watching!
Our Cougars should be very proud of every effort made this year. And I hope they know just how
proud I, Coach Craig and all of their parents are of them.
I would like to also say a big thank you to the parents who have helped out with managing duties this
year while I have been busy growing another little football star, it has been wonderful to know I always
have someone there to count on.
Well done Lachlan, Hamish, Jackson, Alex, Bailey, Ryan and Ben on being super football stars, but
more importantly, thank you for being awesome boys!
U6 Cougars 2014: Lachlan Hurley, Alexander Kerkham, Benjamin Robinson, Bailey Rutten, Ryan
Tosatto, Hamish Weir, Jackson Whitfield
Coach: Craig Weir

Manager: Tenille Weir
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U6 Emus (non-competition)
Another season together! This year the Emus welcomed Connaugh into their team and were able to
consolidate the training and game experience from 2013.
Each player has developed their fundamental ball skills, confidence in defence, aggression in attack
and the ability to work as a team.
It has been wonderful to watch each player strengthen as an individual and gel as a team.
Congratulations to Larissa, Lainey, Luka, Connaugh, Cameron, Tomas and Kalarni on another fun
filled season as an Emu.
Thanks to Pete for coaching each Tuesday and Saturday and to the parents for cheering along,
providing oranges, helping rotate players and taking turns to wash the player shirts!
Looking forward to 2015!
U6 Emus 2014: Larissa Atkins, Lainey Beames, Luka Crncec, Connaugh Dane, Cameron Dempsey,
Thomas Larkin, Kalarni Smoth
Coach: Peter Dempsey

Manager: Rene` Dempsey

U6 Foxes (non-competition)
The Under 6 Foxes had a brilliant year with all the team learning new skills under the capable and
dedicated hand of Coach Nick. Coach Nick’s first lesson was the team rules of:
•

Have fun

•

Practice makes perfect

•

Encourage your team

•

Play together

The skills of all players grew consistently throughout the season. The U6 Foxes learned how to do leftright combinations, fast feet, turn like Lightning McQueen, and zigzag through the opposition. These
skills were shown at every game by each of the players.
The team played together as a bunch of friends and consisted of strong defence on the backline with
Ewan, Preston and Jacob. The midfield playmakers of Draedyn, Jacob and Gabe made it easy for
strikers Jayden, Preston and Jamie.
Each of the players shared the field well. With a strong support team of parents we look forward to
next year’s competition.
A huge thank you to our awesome coach, whose skill with the kids, enthusiasm for the game and
professional approach saw their love of the game and performance on the field blossom.
U6 Foxes 2014: Draedyn Chevor, Ewan Leslie, Preston Mamo, Jacob Pospischil, Jamie Sharp,
Jayden Stanford
Coach: Robert Leslie

Manager: Nicola Leslie

U6 Jaguars (non-competition)
Wow what a season! We had so much fun - kids and parents! As the season comes to an end, all the
Jaguars have improved so much, kicked many goals and learnt how to play as a team. For many of
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our kids it's the first time playing in a team sport and they all learnt so much and their confidence has
grown.
I would like to say a big thank you to all the parents for bringing the kids to training and games and
helping out with timekeeping.
A big thank you to Ash our coach! He's done a great job! Thank you for your time and patience
throughout this season.
Tim - thank you for your help as well as doing the interchanges each week.
Finally, thank you Jaguars for playing your little hearts out every week. You gave it your all!
Hope to see you all next season.
U6 Jaguars 2014: Emily Burnett, Hayden Cservak, George Fraser, Kayden Jeffers, Archie Livingston,
Bailey Nugent, Oliver Trinh
Coach: Scott Nugent

Manager: Michelle Burnett

U6 Lions (non-competition)
A wonderful year of football was enjoyed by the Under 6 Lions whose enthusiasm developed and grew
each week. As a brand new team this year our lack of experience and teamwork meant our first few
weeks were more a mad scramble than a game of football. However after a few weeks of hard work at
both training and in the early games all the players soon jelled as a unit, becoming more competitive
each week and having many close games throughout the second half of the year.
It was great to see all the young players learn the game and develop their skills and by year’s end it
was clear we had a group of players who could cover positions up front, in the centre and at the back
with confidence and increasing skill. Such was the level of enthusiasm they didn’t want the season to
end and are all keen to take on the U7 competition with a “ROAR” next year.
A big “Thank You” to all our parents who always showed up to support and organise the young Lions
and also to our coach Kim and our stand-in coach Peter who both provided on field guidance and
showed considerable patience, especially when I completely lost the plot (and my voice) managing our
replacements! Thanks also to Siobhan for all your help and support at training.
Well done Lions and thanks for a fun year!
U6 Lions 2014: Liam Clink, Amelia Crouch, Liam Dale, Emily Dougherty, Xavier Hale, Joshua Patfield,
Alex Renneberg
Coach: Kim Wood

Manager: Martin Patfield

U6 Tigers (non-competition)
What a great year for the U6 Tigers.
2014 saw most of the Tigers return from last year with the addition of our newest team member
Macauley Down, welcome Mac!
With the basics from last year covered, the Tigers made great improvements this year to really come
together as a great little football team.
We had some great kicks, goals and team work. Jack and Macauley have turned into quite the little
football players really starting to “get” the game, Lachlan is like the silent assassin, quietly getting the
job done and Maddison still has one of the biggest kicks ever. Miss Caitlin would have worn her ballet
shoes on the field if she could but tried her hardest. It was a big year for Harrison, welcoming his baby
sister Matilda to our cheer squad and breaking his collar bone that put him out for several weeks. We
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were all happy to see him back for the Gala night. And last but not least the U6 Tigers sadly said
goodbye to the football whiz William, as his family embark on the adventure of a life time with a big
move to China. We all can’t wait to hear about all your China adventures including what team you are
playing for over there.
Once again the fantastic Coach Nathan, did an amazing job teaching the Tigers new skills and drills.
He made training fun and Saturdays rewarding for all the players. Special mention to Mick and Leigh
for helping out with coaching, training and managing when we needed you.
Well done U6 Tigers!!
U6 Tigers 2014: Macauley Down, William Hansen, Jack Leahey, Maddison Machon, Caitlin Murphy,
Harrison Stevens, Lachlan Todd
Coach: Nathan Stevens

Manager: Holly Murphy

U6 Wolves (non-competition)
What a fun year the Under 6 Wolves have had. We started the year with a group of kids that had been
mates at Pre School and although they had been separated by different primary schools, the
friendships quickly rekindled and we had seven boys that bonded into an enthusiastic team.
With the aid of a first time and dedicated coach in Craig Davies, the boy’s skills went from strength to
strength. Each week proved to be an enjoyable and friendly gathering between mates all keen to get
on the field and play.
The boys enthusiastically embraced sponsorship from Donut King at Winmalee, who provided
incentives each week with certificates and free products. Our gratitude for this support goes to Donut
King Franchisee's Mick & Diana.
Over the season, friendships have grown as the parents of our boys showed their support by
enthusiastically volunteering to complete rostering duties and providing fruit and snacks for each
game. Thanks goes to all the parents for their support and encouragement.
Finally, the season would not be complete without thanking our coach, Craig Davies for his
enthusiasm and patience. The boys have truly enjoyed your guidance and support and the time you
have taken to improve both theirs and your own skills.
We look forward to again forming a team in 2015.
U6 Wolves 2014: Zac Carr, Oliver Davies, Benjamin Giannakis, Samuel Moore, Christian RamosMcNeil, Luke Redmond, Patrick Smith
Coach: Craig Davies

Manager: Linda Byrne

U7 Bears (non-competition)
Seven children, students of the beautiful game, turned up every weekend keen to give their all and
eager to demonstrate their prowess (obviously picked up from years of tutoring by their parents). The
team as a unit gelled immediately and set about having fun and learning from each other. Technically
the team's focus was on passing and positioning with many training drills targeting dribbling and
shooting, all the while behaving impeccably and honing in on their listening skills.
The Bears; Wonderful William, with his inane ability to run the ball out from a sea of legs. Hammering
Hayden, whose lightening tackles braced the defence. Tremendous Thomas who could always be
relied upon to create an attack from the middle of the pack. Rocking Rory ready in defence and
rocking in attack. Tornado Toby whose flight of foot terrorised the opposition from all over the park.
Magic Mia who week in week out was mesmerising with her tenacity and Eloquent Ellie whose team
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play and effort proved inspirational. Well done all of you. Thank you parents for your consistent
support and endless kind words.
U7 Bears 2014: Thomas Brosnan, Rory Cole, William Jones, Tobie Payens, Ellie Penserini, Mia
Watson, Hayden Willingham
Coach: Tullio Penserini

Manager: Kerri Jones

U7 Cougars (non-competition)
No report submitted
U7 Cougars 2014: Ben Addison, Montana Barry, Brendan Golby, Finn McCaffery, Lachlan MillsHodgson, Jack Reynolds, Joseph Smith
Coach: Glen McCaffery

Manager: Amy Golby

U7 Dingos (non-competition)
No report submitted
U7 Dingos 2014: Liliah Bustamante, Max Campaner, Declan Edmondson, Harry Farrell, Lucas
Henderson, William Mudge, Seth Weston-Cole
Coach: Steven Bustamante

Manager: Kathryn Henderson

U7 Emus (non-competition)
Year 3 of this group of boys playing together and what a pleasure it’s been watching them develop into
great little footballers. Not only had their interest in football intensified, but a real drive to train and play
well paid dividends.
This year also saw the boys strengthen in different areas, all contributing to some great team
performances that were very pleasing to see as their coach.
Passing was the big difference this year with the boys really finding their feet and eye co-ordination
which saw some Brazilian like passing around opposition teams putting the goal hungry boots of
Aiden, Peter & William in great scoring positions.
The ever present stopper Gareth, whilst the most diminutive of the boys would always get himself in
great position to poach a sure goal, frustrating opponents.
Players can’t score without good midfielders with Harry and Flynn always finding themselves in a
stoush for the ball in centre field, inevitably helping it bob out to one of our players.
Thanks to all the parents who got the boys to training and the weekend games and I look forward to
seeing all the ‘Lad’s’ in 2015.

U7 Emus 2014: Harry Ghata, Peter Koulouris, Gareth Roberts, Flynn Steinhoff, Aiden Wade-Ferrell,
William Weir
Coach: Dale Wade-Ferrell

Manager: James Ghata
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U7 Foxes (non-competition)
No report submitted
U7 Foxes 2014: Beau Atkins, Jack Mohring, William O’Connell, Riley Power, Lachlan Spencer, Xavier
Williams
Coach: Ricky Spencer

Manager: Jenny Power

U7 Giraffes (non-competition)
Congratulations to everyone involved with the Giraffes team this year. The communication, support
and general easy going attitude of the parents, carers and siblings made every week easy and
enjoyable so thanks to all. Each player brought something different to the team, it was great to see all
the boys embracing everyone's different skill sets and learning to play as a team.
Many of the players in this Giraffes team were playing football for the first time this year. It was
wonderful to watch them grow in confidence and skill, and become a strong team over the course of
the season. We were stringing some nice passes together by the end of the season. There is nothing
like a World Cup to inspire the players and, except for a few sliding tackles here and there, it was a
huge and positive influence on the Giraffes. In our household we were raring to play on Saturday
mornings after watching some exciting games.
A special mention has to go to coach Dave Roach for his focus and cool, gentle demeanour during
games and coaching sessions. He has been a great role model for the kids and parents. Thanks very
much Dave!
We look forward to building on the strengths and positivity generated this year and hope to see you all
again in 2015.
U7 Giraffes 2014: Baxter Ellem, Eden Ferguson, Finbar Guion, Finley Heritage, Frano Hirst, Jack
Savage, Oliver Savage
Coach: Dave Roach

Manager: Ria Hamblett

U7 Iguanas (non-competition)
Another great season from the Iguanas whose keynote achievement was ushering in the rudiments of
team play without taking the jagged edge off their trademark raw power as individuals. Tommy
Grodzicki lead the charge in the nous department with great positional play and energetic forays up
and down the wings topped off with deadly finishing. The Goman boys well and truly lived up to their
name with blistering long range goal scoring from Rhett and here, there and everywhere commitment
from Caleb dribbling, tackling and in front of goals. Dead ball specialist Jack Fuge used his strong
communication skills, decoy off the ball runs and precision passing to create space and opportunities
in midfield. Harrison Flook’s shift shape ability to switch the pace of the game from tap dance to tango
and back again kept opponents constantly on the hop, while Daan Borg’s ‘float like a butterfly, sting
like a bee’ approach killed off most would be encroachments on the Iguanas goal mouth. Channelling
a diverse range of World Cup heroes and styles Benji Synnott’s on-park experiments in football
etiquette offered a diverting glimpse of O Jogo Bonito Summerhayes-side. Roll on 2015/16 and the
Under 8s!
U7 Iguanas 2014: Daan Borg, Harrison Flook, Jack Fuge, Caleb Goman, Rhett Goman, Thomas
Grodzicki, Benji Synnott
Coach: Mike Synnott

Manager: Steve Grodzicki
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U7 Lions (non-competition)
The Under 7 Lions returned to the field this season with enthusiasm and grit, displaying great
sportsmanship. They continued to improve their skills with fabulous passes, dribbling and goal scoring.
The boys shone with their ability to share the ball and score goals as a team. Philip consistently fair
with his big kicks aiming for the goal, Ayden our most improved strong attacker, Alex weaving and
defending throughout the field, Super bolt Kane with his defensive skills and Max and Miles taking it in
turns to defend, attack and shoot. Plays the Socceroo’s coach would have been proud to see in the
World Cup. Common quotes amongst the Lion Tamers “Wow!”, “Did you see that!”, “best goal of the
season”, “Great teamwork boys” and my personal favourite “I’ve never seen a play like that
before….... in U7 football” A special mention to the team’s parents and our friends, we couldn’t do it
without you and it definitely wouldn’t be as much fun. See you again next year.
Congratulations boys and Go Lions!
U7 Lions 2014: Maximus Anderson, Ayden Balson, Alexander Billiards, Kane Griffiths, Miles Latham,
Phillip Matic
Coach: Steven Anderson

Manager: Alena Anderson

U7 Numbats (non-competition)
The Numbats had a fantastic first year together! Having never played before the Numbats took to each
game with great enthusiasm, with their equally enthusiastic family and friends along the sidelines
cheering them on.
Individually, Jeremy impressed with his fancy footwork, Alexander amazed with his great defence,
Tully inspired with her never give up attitude, Hugh excited with his blistering attack and Oliver
entertained us all with his terrific post goal celebrations.
Together as a team, they worked hard and improved every week. They gave their all and had loads of
fun along the way.
U7 Numbats 2014: Jeremy Baron, Hugh Driver, Alexander Hovelmann, Tully McGrouther, Oliver Neill
Coach: John Hovelmann

Manager: Belinda Neill

U7 Panthers (non-competition)
No report submitted
U7 Panthers 2014: Robson Cole, William Crighton, Harry Greenaway, Zachary Jenner, Harrison
Lewis, Mitchell Lonergan
Coach: Justine Jenner

U7 Tigers (non-competition)
No report submitted
U7 Tigers 2014: Brock Ardouin, Justin Brooker, Max Friedland-Jaccoud, Caelum Hatch, Michael
Papasotiriou, Zac Stanley, William Taylor
Coach: Christopher Brooker

Manager: Rebecca Hulbert
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U7 Wolves (non-competition)
The Wolves continued to impress this year with the development of their football skills and team work.
Enthusiasm and energy at both training and game days kept the season fun and enjoyable for both
the players and spectators. As in previous seasons sportsmanship and teamwork is a major focus and
again the boys have played with both qualities this year. It’s been a pleasure to watch this season as
passes hit the mark, players hold field positions and team work at its best.
Thank you to the parents for braving some cold days to bring their kids to training and games each
week. Thank you also to Springwood Football Club for continuing to provide a great format for our
youngsters to develop their football skills in a friendly and supportive atmosphere.
U7 Wolves 2014: Hamish Bernays, Lachlan Dempsey, Mathew Hall, Jett Lawson, Liam O’Loughlin,
Jeremy Taylor
Coach: Robert Taylor

Manager: Jessica Taylor

U7 Zebras (non-competition)
We are very proud of all the under 7 Zebras team. As the season went through we just got better and
better, the team work improved and all the players tried their best, and had lots of fun.
I have been truly blessed to coach this wonderful team and see there smiling faces on Thursday
nights at training and on Saturday mornings.
Keep up the hard work, have fun, have ago and do your best.
U7 Zebras 2014: Sebastian Archibold, Audrey Hodgins, Malik Hussain, Cohen Misztal, Liam Moir,
Clare Williamson
Coach: Liz Mistal

Manager: Kim Moir

U8 Alligators (Blue) (non-competition)
This year was the boys given the opportunity to play up an age division. We welcomed Kallen, Zac,
Jordan and James C into the playing group and the team strutted to training in their ‘Gator’ training
shirts. The boys enthusiastically embraced the larger playing fields and the introduction of a goal
keeper position.
Despite the new challenges the boys remained competitive and played as a team throughout the
entire season. They loved the numerous competitive training drills, constantly peppering the coach
with requests for the next training session. All of the boys have shown considerable improvement as
the season progressed both as individuals and team members. They have exhibited some quite
deliberate and concerted efforts in passing and ball control which resulted in some wonderful passing
and goal scoring efforts throughout the season.
A special thanks to the wonderful supporter group for all your positive vocal support.
Go Gators
U8 Gators 2014: Jordan Banks, Kallen Boss, James Croucher, Zachary Filla, Samuel Graham, James
Hinchcliffe, Macklin Miall, Oscar Mills, Lucas Sawyer, Oliver Scurr
Coach: Andrew Graham

Manager: Lee Scurr
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U8 Cougars (Green) (non-competition)
This year saw the start of a new U8 Cougars team.
Luca and Lachlan have been our goal scoring power house, running rings around the opposition. Max
proved a force to be reckoned with, regardless of his position on the field. The three of them dribbling,
passing and scoring with precision. Enthusiasm and determination are a trait of this team led by Liam
and Ashton who aimed to score in every game (even from the backs :) ) and wanted to be on the field
for every second. Caleb's kick from the back could send the ball straight up the field where Rory and
Rico were ready and waiting to run it up with skills that grew from strength to strength. Isaac surprised
even himself with spectacular goalie skills as well as up front play. Andrew provided entertainment
with arms and legs all on the move and one amazing jump in goals late in the season to foil the
opposition's attempt to score. Trent's smile and love of being on the field having a run, sum up this
team. Their skills have grown and so have some wonderful friendships.
Well done Cougars!
U8 Cougars 2014: Isaac Bailey, Caleb Bennett, Liam Carr, Rico Damelian, Ashton Den hartog,
Andrew Dillen, Lachlan Golby, Rory Jenner, Max Klein, Luca Matic, Trent Solomon
Coach: Eddy Matic

Manager: Judy Dillen

U8 Dingoes (Maroon) (non-competition)
The dingoes had a fantastic time this year with a huge improvement throughout the year from all the
boys. As their ability increased so too did their understanding of the game and therefore they were
enjoying it a lot more. As a coach there is nothing better than seeing a group of boys showing true
teamwork and the dingoes showed these attributes which will ensure that all the boys will continue to
be a valued member of any team in the future.
Our defence was strong all year with Nicholas tackling anything that moved no matter what the size,
Liam would use his speed and strong kicks to clear any danger, Griffin showed huge improvement as
this was his first year and had good positional sense, completing our defence was Caleb who was
reliable with both feet and showed great determination.
The next group of players were very important as they played in both attack and defence. Lachlan
displayed speed and a very courageous attitude to win the ball when possible, Will possesses good
vision on the field and has a strong shot with both feet, Sam showed massive improvement throughout
the year and has a real eye for goal, Zane played an integral part of our team playing in defence and
attack and excelling at both, he has great dribbling skills and provided some awesome crosses.
Our forwards scored many goals this year but it was the way they were scored that was pleasing.
Braeden was our leading goal scorer for the year, he displayed brilliant shooting with both feet, good
control, and even a headed goal from a corner, and finally there was Ashton who has the ability to be
everywhere on the field, he has speed, great vision and is very unselfish. He used these attributes to
provide a lot of our goals this year. Thank you boys for a great year.
U8 Dingoes 2014: Ashton Dobson, Caleb Dougherty, Nicholas Hansen, Samuel Haythornthwaite,
Lachlan Hildon, Liam Murphy, Griffin Pagan-Brown, Zane Palmer, Braeden Smith, William Tandy
Coach: David Smith

Manager: Leigh Hansen

U8 Emus (White) (non-competition)
The Emus played very well this season, learning new skills and using them on the field. The majority
of the group was formed from last year’s team, which proved to strengthen the team work and friendly
play amongst the group. The boys certainly have had a lot of fun this season, and played against
some very skilled teams, but proved that they can match it with the best.
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U8 Emus 2014: Mitchell Bryan, Daniel Horton, Ayden Hunt, Nicholas Neil, Jonathon Peters, Lachlan
Toohey, Lachlan Waters, Thomas Wilks, Latraye Wilson, Latrelle Wilson
Coach: Belinda Waters

Manager: Steve Peters

U8 Iguanas (Yellow) (non-competition)
What another great year...Bigger field...Bigger goals and Bigger Team …!!!
We welcomed 4 new players to the team this year, but it was fantastic that we retained all the team
from last season. The new recruits settled in well and the team adapted to the new rules that come
with the next step up in age group.
It was really great to see the kids getting into another season and integrate with the new members of
the team.
Coach Chris obviously had fun last season and continued his role as Master Coach that saw the team
really step up to the next level developing new skills and Bigger kicks. A BIG THANK YOU COACH!!
It was great watching the team learn and grow. The kids have continued to really bond well together
and this shows with the great teamwork and friendships they have developed.
Once again a big thanks to all the Mum and Dads, Grand Parents, Family and Friends who joined us
for the journey this year to cheer on the team. Thanks also goes to Pete, our resident referee who
joined us with some excellent whistle blowing skills...A big effort all round.
Thanks Team for another great year…Cheers…!!!
U8 Iguanas 2014: Makayla Crouch, Patrick Dawson, Amy Harvey, Dylan Howard, Regan Huggins,
Matthew Nutland, Orion Pick, Connor Rigney, Luke Roorda, Grace Smith, Darcy Weston
Coach: Chris Roorda

Manager: Craig Huggins

U8 Numbats (Purple) (non-competition)
Josh, Rowan, Oli, Jasper D, Tate, Jye, Jasper M, Louis and Hayden made up the U/8 Numbats this
year. Each week the boys turned up full of energy, enthusiasm, eager to play and most of all have
some fun. They all played and trained well together, and with the move to a bigger squad it was great
to see them gel as a team right from the start.
We witnessed many improvements from all players this year, and the Numbats should all be very
proud of their individual efforts this year. This season we introduced the concept of positions, and
focussed on passing, attack and defence structures, crossing and shooting. This year also saw the
boys playing other clubs and travelling to new grounds, both of which they handled with ease.
As the season progressed the Numbats developed good spacial awareness on the bigger field, and
further improved their skills and confidence to take on the opposition, pass and cross. They displayed
improved ball control with some of the boys trying especially hard to use their non-dominant foot to
dribble, pass and shoot.
Along with their strong attack, they also excelled in their defence, anticipating and reading the play to
snatch any opportunity to intercept and tackle the ball away from the opposition. It was their strength
in defence that set the foundation for attack.
However above individual attack or defence, teamwork and sportsmanship was one of their biggest
strengths. The Numbats encouraged each other on and off the field, and even played for the
opposition on a few occasions when they were short players.
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Congratulations to all the boys on a fantastic season of dedication, enthusiasm and skill. You have
once again been a pleasure to coach and manage, and on behalf of all parents, family and friends,
thanks for a great year - you can all be very proud of what you achieved in 2014.
The boys are looking forward to playing together again in the U/9s next year, and we can't wait to see
how they go!
U8 Numbats 2014: Josh Audley, Rowan Brischetto, Oliver Dickens, Jasper Douglas, Tate Firth,
Jye Mackin, Jasper Musgrave, Louis Short, Hayden Stretton
Coach: Tony Firth

Manager: Nathan Douglas

U8 Raccoons (Orange) (non-competition)
This year the Raccoons, Aidan, Bodie, Daniel, Matilda and, Caitlin welcomed back Nick. We were also
joined by Brooklyn and Thomas and newcomers to the game this year William, Liam, and Jared.
The team gave a wholehearted effort to the games played with losses, draws and wins. The
enthusiasm of the players on the field and their determination to score goals made for individual skill
development, which improve with each and every player during the season.
A final mention goes to the parents and grandparents of the players who assisted and supported the
team and helped with extra club activities required of the team. This support greatly enhanced the
team spirit and encouraged the young team players in the spirit of teamwork.
U8 Raccoons 2014: Aidan Anderson, Bodie Bennett, Daniel Brown, Thomas Cole, William Happell,
Liam Harrison, Matilda Holder, Caitlin Morel-Butterworth, Nich Papaioannou, Brooklyn Ritchie,
Jared Shanks
Coach: Guy Bennett

Manager: Peta Butterworth

U8 Zebras (Red) (non-competition)
A fantastic season which saw some new and returning players joining the Zebras.
The team developed strong skills in passing and their ability to play with one another. This, with a high
level of enthusiasm saw the team undefeated all season.
Addison, Alfie, Cooper, Declan, Elijah, Fletcher, Louie, Luke, Ronan, Sebastein and William are all to
be commended on exceptional sportsmanship and manners shown to each other, adults and other
teams.
Thank you to all the parents for their support and encouragement and a huge thanks to coach Alan
Williamson for his enthusiasm, time, and skills he shared in coaching the Zebras. Thanks Alan.
U8 Zebras 2014: Addison Bradshaw, Cooper Budd, Sebastien Clark, Elijah Edwards, Luke Edwards,
Fletcher Gapes, Ronan Hurley, William Hurley, Louie O’Connell, Declan Power, Alfie Williamson
Coach: Alan Williamson

Manager: Carolyn Edwards

U9 Brown (non-competition)
No Report Submitted.
Players: Vincent Applebee, Charlie Barrett, Oliver Carr, Jaxon Fraser, Max Hancock-Collins, Max
Jackson, Dylan King, Brayden Lawson, Samuel McGregor, Ryan Taylor.
Coach: Dale Applebee

Manager: Krista Applebee
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U9 Purple (non-competition)
The Under Nine Purple Team included many players new to the game of soccer in 2014. What these
kids lacked in experience they made up for in determination, enthusiasm and passion for the game. By
the end of the season they had learnt to communicate effectively with each other and were working
together well as a team. Their collective team strength turned out to be their skills in defending, an
area where they gained lots of practice throughout the season. All players have demonstrated
improvement in their individual ball skills and confidence on the field throughout the season. Many
families have already expressed a desire to play again for the club next year. Well done Under Nine
Purple Team! We are proud of your achievements in 2014.
U9 Purple 2014: Ashley Irvine, Lleyton Johnson, Kiahna Kiely, Afonso Macedo, Tamsyn McGrouther,
Asa Robinson, Pierce Schilder, Chloe Turpin
Coach: Stephen Kiely

Manager: Belinda McGrouther

U9 Red (non-competition)
Once again we blink and it’s all over before we know it. What an unreal season we have had. Good
weather, good competition, plenty of smiling and laughter and even few tears from the odd strong
challenge. There’s been plenty of exciting moments throughout the year; however the most exciting
moment for me is that every team member has grown as football players. We still have a ways to go
but we are defiantly on the right path. We have all contributed immensely this year, both the players
and family members, I would like to thank all of you for your support week in, week out I believe the
kids get better each week because of this. Special thanks to Kim and Mick for your support roles,
those weekly emails although long at times are greatly appreciated and keep us entertained. To the
club, thanks for another great year hope to see you all back next year for a bigger and better one.
U9 Red 2014: Evan Davey, Texas Down, Harry Gilchrist, Molly Jones, Chyna Moore, Chelsea Muller,
Riley Pagitz, Wilkin Payens, Anastasia Sawyer, Olivia Sell, Gabriel Valle
Coach: Dion Valle

Manager: Kim Down

U9 Bears (Green) (non-competition)
The under 9 bears started this year as a merger of two sides from last year and an international
transfer from Canada. The side worked really well from the get go and players seemed to complement
each other in attack and defence. Each game the team got better and better and they scored some
fantastic team goals that they would be proud of in the EPL. The team were as follows:
Declan: probably the most excited player each week. His speed all over the park meant that he was
equally as dangerous in attack and defence. Always happy to play anywhere.
Owen: improved out of sight over the season and had some of his best games towards the end. He
gave it a real go and showed to himself what he was capable of.
Scott: Mr Reliable. Scott showed great patience with the ball and great timing in defence. He was a
great team player with excellent passing skills and really controlled the middle of the field.
Zoe: The Zo-inator. Zoe was the toughest team member on the team and took a few knocks
throughout the year. She was fearless when going in for a tackle and she showed great improvement
with the ball.
Cam W: fresh from a stint in Canada, Cameron came back and scored some unbelievable goals this
season. He was light on his feet and throughout the season set up a number of goals for others as
well.
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Lachie: he was a great all-round player who had a knack of pulling off some of the great slight of foot
passes this year. He was unselfish with the ball and ferocious in defence.
Cam T: naturally a defensive player with a huge kick at the start of the season, Cameron showed
great improvement in his attacking skills. He was able to score some great goals and his control of the
ball at his feet had teams guessing.
Ben: the quiet achiever of the team. Ben was great in defence and was able to get the ball off anyone
who came near him. His belief in himself grew throughout the season and he showed some great
attacking flair towards the end.
Joel: the cattle dog! He just ran non-stop and anytime a team made a break on the field Joel would be
there to stop their attack. He scored a few great goals and saved some spectacular ones as goalie this
season.
Matt: He dazzled the opposition with his fancy footwork and gave the crowd some memorable
moments. He scored some great goals this year and ran down teams in defence.
Sam: he was consistently great in defence and attack and scored some great goals this year. He
showed true sportsmanship this season helping other sides, setting up team mates and playing in the
right spirit of the game.
U9 Bears 2014: Owen Edwards, Samuel Ford, Joel Golder, Zoe Leach, Scott McLenaghan, Declan
O’Riordan, Benjamin Robertson, Lachlan Smith, Matthew Sullivan, Cameron Trotter, Cameron
Whitfield
Coach: Richard Ford

Manager: Deb Robertson

U9 Numbats (Blue) (non-competition)
2014 was a very successful season for the team. This year, along with a core of players who have
been together for a number of years, we were joined by three new players including two who had not
played soccer before. The boys quickly gelled as a group and by season’s end every boy showed
growth in their skills and team work. This and the fact we lost only a couple of games throughout the
year, is a great credit to Jon Wright our coach and the enthusiastic commitment of all the boys. As
they move into graded sides next year the Numbats will roar no more but they have had a great time
together and I am convinced they will all do well in whatever teams they are in for 2015 and beyond.
A big vote of thanks to the parents and supporters who helped out in coaching and managing when
either Jon or I were away and always supported the team with passion.
Alex Wright: Alex had an outstanding season. He is a talented and skilful player who scored many
goals as well as saving many through his speed and tireless efforts in defence. Alex should only
continue to get better and will be a special player.
Austin Boss: Austin is a tough, competitive and very skilful player. He never gave less than his best in
every game he played and was a fearsome opponent for the teams we faced. Austin has the talent
and drive to be very successful in the game.
Zachary Holtsbaum: Zac had a great season in both attack and defence. He has real skill with the ball
and always looks to pass to players in better positions. He is a committed trainer and always gave of
his best in every game.
Jett Reid: Jett is a livewire player who is full of running and fearless in defence. His speed and
toughness were great assets to the team this year and he always showed great commitment.
Cohen Boys: Cohen continued to develop his passing and kicking game this year and he was adept at
getting into space and putting himself in good positions to use the ball. A valuable team player.
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Joshua Price: This was Joshua’s first year in soccer and over the course of the season he showed
real growth in all aspects of his game. He was committed to learning and practicing his skills in training
and always gave of his best in each game.
Mason Cooper: Another new boy to soccer and the team this year, Mason developed his ball skills
and positional play as the season progressed. He always listened and worked hard at training and I
am sure he will continue to grow in confidence and skill.
Oliver Huber: A new boy to the team this year, Oliver is possessed of a very big kicking game and this
helped the team get out of trouble on many occasions. An enthusiastic player he always enjoyed his
soccer and always did his best for the team
Wil Wrighton: Wil only managed a few games for us this season due to a badly broken arm which kept
him out for most of the games. Wil is fast and tough and hopefully next year is a better one for him on
the injury front!
Elijah McGlenchy-Gildea: Elijah played most of the season as our goal keeper and he is developing
his skills and awareness in that position. He made some great saves and was able to clear the ball
with some good long kicks. In the field Elijah always tried hard and worked for the team.
Harrison Strahan: Harrison is another of our seemingly tireless boys who ran hard, tackled hard and
always seemed to be where he was needed most. He scored some good goals and saved many both
in the field and as goal keeper. A talented player.
U9 Numbats 2014: Austin Boss, Cohen Boys, Mason Cooper, Zachary Holtsbaum, Oliver Huber,
Elijah McGlenchy-Gildea, Joshua Price, Jett Reid, Harrison Strahan, Alexander Wright, Wil Wrighton
Coach: Jon Wright

Manager: John Gildea

U9 Wolves (White) (non-competition)
First up we would like to say thank you to our coaches, they have both done an amazing job!
The Wolves were a great bunch of kids, all played so well together and they showed great
sportsmanship against all opponents. The parents gave great support to our coaches and kids.
Tohby- Played well in any position was a great support for the team.
Sam- A scoring machine, always played a great game.
Audrey- This was her first season and we could all see the improvement as the year went on.
Finlay- Played super every game and scored many goals throughout the season.
Harry H- Very versatile player and quick, he was everywhere.
Oliver - Was an awesome team player. He played well where he was positioned.
Isabella- Also her first year and she learned pretty fast, never afraid of attacking the opposition.
Riley - Was an awesome back, he saved many a goal.
Darian - Great attacking of the ball, a great team player.
Blake - Played a great game very week, we missed him the last couple of weeks while he was
traveling OS.
U9 Wolves 2014: Tohby Cacchillo, Sam Crook, Audrey Ellem, Finlay Hahn, Harry Hicks, Oliver
Ligteringen, Harry Storrie, Blake Stratton, Riley Thompson, Isabella Trinajstic, Darian Zunich
Coach: Matt Ligteringen & Julie Bennett

Manager: Kelly Thompson
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U10 Alligators – Green (non-competition)
No Report Submitted
Players: Zachary Brown, Jye Cook, Conor Cox, Kallum Dawe, James De Hombre, Thomas Kirschner,
Joel Knott, Jaedon Lotz, Ethan Power, Oliver Rheinberger, Bryce Skinner, Owen Webster, Reuben
Young.
Coach: Greg Power

Manager: Raf De Hombre

U10 Cougars – Red (non-competition)
No Report Submitted
Players: Angus Durie-Fox, Mason Evans, Liam Galuzzi, Alexander Hughes, David McMaster, Nathan
Press, Flynn Shiels, Ethan Sophokleous, Conna Taylor, Samuel Turner, Ryley Walker, Cameron
Waters.
Coach: Trent Evans & Chelsea Gawthorne
Sarah Turner

Manager:

U10 Monkeys – Brown (non-competition)
No Report Submitted
Players: Rohan Borg, Jesse Flook, Riley Fryer, Jordan Hather, Blake Heron, Bailey King, Declan
McKay, Marcel Schwarz, Dexter Stretton, Lachlan Tarleton, Hamish Thomas, Dylan Watt, Oliver
Weeks.
Coach: Josh Tarleton

Manager: Rachel Watt

U10 Numbats - Orange (non-competition)
Let me begin this report by saying what a privilege it has been to be the coach of such a fine group of
young people, and I know Marcus feels the same way. The main aim for 2014 was individual skill
development and positional play within the context of team. Players have developed the skills of the
short and long dribble; as well as peripheral vision dribbling. They have learnt how to kick with the
inside and outside of both feet as well as the instep and further taught when in a game those skills
should be used. A number have developed the skill to beat another player with either a body swerve
or a foot shimmy.
It has been great to see them learn the skill of finding and creating space, utilising the wings and
passing into space as well as passing directly to a player. A number of players have become skilled at
simple wall passes that create space for an individual and the team. A few have also developed the
skill of “running off the ball”. Throw-ins, corners and goal kicks have all improved and heading the ball
in attack and defence has become a feature of a number of player’s skillset.
Positional play has been developed in terms of the role of defenders, midfielders and forwards with the
concept of finding triangles and squares of players to build an attack slowly emerging. The concept of
covering in defence has been practiced and the team enjoyed playing with a sweeper and stopper in
the last few games.
Teamwork has improved enormously this year once the idea of positional play was enforced. Old
fashioned sportsmanship was practiced at all times and all games were played in a positive spirit.
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Training was always fun, especially when there was a clear expectation that that they were disciplined
sessions of hard work and skill development. The whistle of the referee was always listened to and
respected; and other teams will be treated with respect in victory or loss.
Parent cooperation and assistance was invaluable and Marcus and I are very grateful for all their
efforts.
Players: Oliver (AJ) Alves-Jones, Hallam Baker, Thomas Brischetto, Kaydi Christie, Wilson Douglas
Lachlan Goodman, Ella Lynch, Jack Mein, Nate Mott, Charli Settree, Oliver Short, Jasper Taylor
Coach: Tim. C. Jones

Manager: Marcus Baker

U10 Zebras – Black (non-competition)
This season proved to be a challenging one for the U10 Zebras, having to fight hard for each goal.
Michael set his own personal challenge to score in every way possible sing head, chest and feet.
Bailey moved through the forwards and midfield ensuring the ball was passed smoothly to his team
mates.
Diesel's season was a mixed one with games played with determination, trips to the hospital and
overseas holidays. While he was away Ben, Joseph and Dylan provided a solid midfield, working hard
in every game and leaving the field exhausted after pushing to the limit. These boys ran further and
harder than most to keep the ball moving forward. They certainly appreciated the work of Charlie and
Brady in our back line who developed skills in stealing the ball and sending it back up the field. James
played in almost every position, moving around players in a blur of speed.
Our team would not be complete without Rhys. Playing in goals and defence, he foiled numerous
attempts, by the opposition, throughout the season. He was well supported by a determined back line
including Josh who showed some amazingly strong kicks to clear the ball. Finn lead the charge with
an ever present smile and cheery comments that reflected the fun the back half of our field were
having. Isaac concluded our season with a magnificent goal and celebrated with the enjoyment and
excitement that has always been part of our extraordinary team. Well done Zebras!
Players: Joshua Birlocchio, James Clain, Michael Dillen, Benjamin Jenner, Rhys Jordan, Brady Leehy,
Joseph Lovett, Finn McDonald, Diesel Moore, Dylan O'Flanagan, Isaac Selwood, Bailey Solomon,
Charlie Wilkinson .
Coach: Kate Moore

Manager: Judy Dillen

U11/1 (non-competition)
The Under 11, Division 1 team played impressively throughout the season. Out of their 16 competition
games, the team won 13, had one draw and two losses, scoring 72 goals and conceding 22. The
eleven players in the squad all contributed to a highly successful season by playing as a team. The
most pleasing aspects from a coaching perspective was the enthusiasm from the boys and the desire
to play for each other, employing the best passing game in the competition.
Dominic Bailey played most of the season up front and kept the opposition guessing with his deceptive
manoeuvres and solid running game. Lachlan Bailey was one of our biggest improvers throughout the
season playing in the backs and holding out the opposition with excellent clearances and positional
play. Max Becker, our solid central back for most of the season, was the key to our defensive success
and he also scored one of the best goals of the season with a header from a corner. Leo Campaner
showed his versatility playing exceptionally well in a range of positions. His speed and skills frequently
bamboozled the opposition. Nathan Della Libra played most of the season as our key striker and
managed to bag some excellent goals. His speed and footwork consistently worried the opposition.
Sam Edwards played most of the year as our goalkeeper and was outstanding throughout. Sam also
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managed to score a fine goal in our second last game of the season. Owen Harris was a stalwart in
the midfield. He always had the opposition guessing his next move and scored numerous goals. Ryan
Kembrey was a standout with his running and passing game, consistently using the width of the field
to get past the defence. Miles Lidster played very well in both attack and defence scoring goals and
stopping opposition raids with his strong tactical play. Luke Major was a strong contributor throughout
the season with outstanding defensive play along with some great goals, including four in one game
against Emu Plains. Ethan Muller was outstanding throughout the season. A regular midfielder, Ethan
topped the goal-scoring with 24 goals, as well as displaying a strong passing and defensive game.
I would like to congratulate every player in the Under 11 Division 1 team in 2014 for the sportsmanship
and positive attitude displayed throughout the season.
Players: Dominic Bailey, Lachlan Bailey, Max Becker, Leo Campaner, Nathan Della Libra, Sam
Edwards, Owen Harris, Ryan Kembrey, Miles Lidster, Luke Major, Ethan Muller.
Coach: Steve Muller

Manager: Trudy Becker

U11/2 (non-competition)
This was the first year for these boys together as a team, they were without a coach for more than half
the season until Coach Dave Perry and his assistant Jackson (who helped with the coaching as part of
his Duke of Edinburgh Awards) joined us.
The boys played well from the start and really became a team, working well together both on and off
the field improving their team work and passing skills throughout the season.
Each of the boys were anxious to play every minute and supported their team while they were
reserves. They ran on and showed good sportsmanship lining up and shaking the hands of their
opponents, while their team Captain led them very well.
Alwyn, Samuel, Mitch, and Lawrence were very solid in defense, Liam, Lachlan and Caleb ran well in
the midfield, while Jack, Nick, Zac and Ethan flew in attack, Matthew was our awesome goalie.
The team won most of their matches for the season scoring more than double the number of goals
conceded. Our scorers for the season were Ethan with 15, Zac with 7, Nick and Caleb 2 each and
Alwyn, Liam and Jack each scoring.
The last two matches were both wins 1-0 followed by 8-0 where they displayed great team work, a
fantastic way to end a wonderful season. Well done boys.
The team were all encouraged by very supportive parents who turned up to all games and coaching
sessions in rain, hail and shine, who washed shirts, supplied oranges, set up the field prior to our
regular 9am games and worked in the BBQ and canteen. Thank you to Rebekah Sampson who
supported the parents with "up to the minute updates" and very professional management though out
the season.
Thank you to Chris Gilchrist who filled in as temporary coach at the start of the season.
A very big thank you to Coach Dave who put in many, many hours off field compiling strategies and
ensuring the boys really understood how to play in their positions and play as a team, the results
speak for themselves.
Liam Bayliss (Vice Captain) , Caleb Frost (Team Captain) Matthew Hurley (Goalie), Jack Hunter,
Lawrence Ibrahim, Samuel Johnson, Nicholas Kay, Alwyn Maddox, Zachary Sampson, Mitchell Smith,
Ethan Szmytka, Lachlan Willis.
Coach: David Perry
Assistant Coach: Jackson Saunders

Manager: Rebekah Sampson
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U11/3 (non-competition)
This was the first year for the boys playing as a team. The sportsmanship of each player was
outstanding and I was proud to see them each week getting in there, having fun and being great
sports no matter which opposing team they were playing. The boys played well as a team and
throughout the year got better at knowing each other’s strengths and weaknesses. The passing game
of the team was outstanding, it was great to see them pass the ball out wide and then cross back in to
the goals. The players were Jaiden (strong in defence & goals), Riley (great all-rounder with a deadly
right foot), Liam (fast in attack and finding the loose ball), Matthew (strong goalie), Jack (great mid
fielder), Ollie (strong ball skills), James (great defensive skills), Gabriel (strong defender), Matthew G
(strong midfielder with a deadly left foot), Arie (good attacker ready for the pass forward), Daniel
(always ready to attack or defend), Jack T (great all-rounder, ready to play in any position), Goran
(deadly right foot, and strong midfielder).
I’d like to thank Yvette for all the hard work she puts in as manager, keeping us all fully informed of
what is going on and where we are supposed to be. I’d also like to thank Jason for filling in as coach
when I was away, and for all the parents for the support and encouragement they have given the boys
and to Yvette and myself. It is always a lot easier coaching a team when the parents are fully
supportive and love watching the boys have fun.
Players: Jaiden Bes, Riley Burgess, Liam Campbell-Judd, Matthew Campbell-Judd, Jack Cullinane,
Ollie Davidson, James Evans, Gabriel Filshie, Matthew Gilchrist, Arie Johnson, Daniel Lovett, Jack
Thomas, Goran Zunic
Coach: Tim Gilchrist

Manager: Yvette Thomas

U11/4 (non-competition)
It was great to see the "experienced" players like joint captains Eamonn Luchetti and Kane Walton,
with our defensive backbone Matt Ward and Alex Gismondo showing natural leadership to the new
guys both at training and in games. Eamonn and Kane are both gifted athletes, often benefiting from
the defence of Alex and the link play of Matt.
Other "experienced" players like Matt Hill, Deyne Jones, Dylan Mohring and Louis Heritage impressed
with their efforts in different roles in the team, including goal keeping. Matt, Deyne and Dylan all shone
in both goals and on the field. Louis is one of our smarter players and best passers. We came up
against some very good sides this season, and the work of this group helped keep us in games
challenging for a win.
Congratulations go to big improvers in both Noah Gyori and Benjamin Keith. They worked hard on skill
and fitness throughout the season and ended up having an impact in games. They spent most of the
season on the left side and came up against the best guys in the opposition each week. They didn't
always beat their man, but the guy always knew he had to work hard to get past them. Noah finished
the year with his first goal in the final game.
Special mention should go to a few of the first year players, Conner Edwards, Bailey Stevens and Alex
Wydmuch. All three picked up the basic skill and positional play quickly to become valuable team
members with their speed and natural talent. Conner and Bailey will develop into handy attacking
midfielders with more space next season. Alex should turn into a handy attacking winger on the bigger
ground.
The boys have laid down good ground work for the 11-a-side game next season. Each player should
be proud of their efforts this season and look forward to the hard work paying off next year on the
bigger ground - with the offside rule!!
Players: Conner Edwards, Alex Gismondo, Noah Gyori, Louis Heritage, Matthew Hill, Deyne Jones,
Benjamin Keith, Eamonn Luchetti (c), Dylan Mohring, Bailey Stevens, Kane Walton (c), Matthew
Ward, Alex Wydmuch
Coach: Robert Higgins

Manager: Michelle Jones
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Junior Players Representative Report

Congratulations to all the players, coaches and managers on what was a marvelous year of football.
Springwood United FC has a vast depth of player talent and continues to be more than competitive
across all age groups. Player development, sportsmanship and having fun were all well and truly on
display throughout the year.
The year started with a rainy period that affected training and games and when the rain stopped the
catch up games started, again impacting the training paddock. Thank you to all the coaches for your
tolerance in accommodating the catch ups, often at short notice, and displaying the values of the club
in the process.
The year finished on a high for the 18 Div 2 Boys taking out the Grand Final in style, and not forgetting
the 14 Div 1 boys, narrowly going down in their Grand Final after a strong year.
Lastly, thank you to the Football and Management committees for your tireless work, the club does not
exist without you.
Yours in Football,
Bryan Richards
Junior Players Representative
Springwood United Football Club

Saturday Football – Competition Team Reports
U12/1 – 2nd
For the first year of competition on a full field and with the off side rule in place players adjusted well.
Having 15 players in our team proved to be an advantage at times and a difficult balancing act for
Adam as he was determined to give all boys equal time on the field. All the boys have grown both in
stature and in skills this season. There will always be stand outs in a team but this year to our surprise
it has been mostly a different one each week.
Michael- loved to score and his left foot was a blessing for the team.
Ben - (Shortie) Mister dependable with skills to match, such an asset to our team, short in stature not
in ability. (Players Team Player)
Isaac - (Frostie) His 2nd year in, Div 1 strengths are growing daily, loves to get away from his
opponents.
Tom - Mister position, always there where he’s needed, all set to finish it off, lots of goals in this
season.
Orlando - Attacking sweeper did lots of hard yakka for the team, tenacious in defense, great passing
setting up many a goal, “MR Eveready".
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Jack - Worked so hard his persistence showed in great improvements by the end of the season a
valuable team player, (Most Improved).
Cam- What a little star always smiling and doing his best, and getting the ball where it needed to be,
exhibiting a growth in his self-confidence, he had a great season.
Kane - Owned the midfield, speed to burn, always in the mix attack, attack scored numerous goals,
always tireless worker for the team.
Mathew - His determination paid of this season, he held his own in many a tricky situation, his hard
work helped keep our goals against low.
Llewellyn- What can we say, he’s a natural, he loves to throw himself all over the place and given the
chance to get out of Goals he loves to score as well, some unbelievable saves this season.
Bernie - (Bernstar) Crossbar challenge completed in our last game what a cracker. He was always in
the mix.
Khye - Don’t get in his way when he’s got the ball, he can defend, attack and score from half way,
such a versatile and determined player.
Josh - Mister thoughtful always where he needed to be, giving his all, defending and surging forward.
Liam- Blink and he’s past you, desperate to score, set up many a goal, his persistence paying off.
Aidan- Go Go Gadget there is no player that went out each week and was as intense and persistent
as him, loved to attack, defend and score, he had a great season.
A special mention to our Coach Adam Corne, as parents we give our boys into your charge, you have
been so generous, without your commitment our kids season would not have been as solid and as
much fun. You have taken the boys from being a group of individuals with their own strengths and
agendas, and moulded them into a Solid little team of team players. Your right hand man Steve
Nelson has been invaluable with his unfailing support and we thank you both.
Players: Michael Bettencourt, Ben Corne, Isaac Frost, Thomas Gawthorne, Orlando Gilbert, Jack
Grahame, Cameron Hume, Kane Jackson, Matthew Kennedy, Llewellyn Lloyd, Bernie Miall, Khye
Nelson-Hanss, Joshua Sneesby, Liam Stratford, Aidan Willis.
Coach: Adam Corne
Assistant Coach: Steve Nelsons

U12/3 - 5

Manager: Therese Van Gurp

TH

The start of the season brought together a team who apart from a handful of players had not played
together before. It took a few weeks for the team to find their feet and then some good results were
achieved. The team continued to show enthusiasm and excellent sportsmanship. By the end of the
year the team had six wins and a draw and were playing well.
Many thanks to the parents and the Manager Jeff for their help and support.
Players: Ford Atkins, Alec Burchell, Thomas Ford, Hunter French, Logan Heron, Connor Hogan,
Lachlan Holman-Lee, Justin Kralj, Jordan Pagitz, Michael Pankhurst, Alec Priora, Alexander Roorda,
Jack Sparkes, Aaron Stubbs, Joshua Taylor, Aleksandrs Titovs.
Coach: Geoff Kennedy

Manager: Jeff Burchell

U13/1 - 4th
Springwood U13/1 began this season with an unforseen injury to Jack Hawkins which sidelined him
for 6 weeks, Lleyton Agius out for most of the season and Zach Kembrey out for the entire season put
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a glitch in our preparations. With the support from these players though, the Managing Staff, all
parents and our own Russell (the candy man) Hawkins the rest of the team did not take a backward
step, they trained hard and with the aid of Glen Wilson recording our games to use as a training tool
plus a few positional changes the team started playing some very attractive football. The development
from previous years is very encouraging and if they continue with the enthusiasm and are willing to
learn as individuals and as a team they will only develop further. The composure on the ball, the skill
level and the effort that the team applied week after week is inspirational.
Unfortunately inconsistency in front of goals was our major area for concern this year while our
midfield dominated the ball which in turn gave us control of the game. Our fullbacks improve year to
year and took that next step in becoming a force to be reckoned with and made it very difficult for
other teams to score. It seemed our minor mistakes costed us dearly in those tight situations we’re we
could not capitalise on theirs. This group of boys are very special, they are a tight unit and will do
anything for each other. They love their soccer, they train hard, and even after the session is finished
they still want more. I’m extremely proud of the whole team and privileged to be their coach and
excited for next year to come around.
The development of James Roberts as a player over the last few years has been incredible. James is
a quiet / shy boy but let’s his soccer do all the talking. Giving James the Captain’s role this year saw
James rise to the occasion and lead his team by example every time he took the park, his work ethic,
his determination, his defensive presence could not be missed and therefore is our Best & Fairest
Player of the Year. My Encouragement Award goes to a new boy that joined us this year, Aiden
Dugdale. After a few positional changes Aiden found his rhythm in the middle of the park, and with his
skill and composure on the ball Aiden gave us the stability and direction every team needs.
Well done to the whole team and thankyou again for a very enjoyable year.
Players: Lleyton Agius, Oliver Clancy, Andrew Davey, Grady De La Harpe, Aidan Dugdale, Jack
Hawkins, Cameron Jeffery, Zachary Kembrey, Max Peters, James Roberts, Riley Thompson, Connor
Thorpe, Liam Warrick, Jarrod Wilson.
Coach: Pat Agius
Assistant Coach: Russell Hawkins

Manager: Kelvin/Janine Peters

U13/3 - 5th
Our centre back pairing was made up of Dylan, a player who is very tactically aware in defence. With
great decision making in creating depth and when to squeeze the ball, and Jeffery, the opposite type
of player who if given a sniff of the ball will take it from you and will throw himself and win any 50/50
contest and quite rarely got caught out, with great balance created by both.
Left backs Jason and Caleb added to the backline structure with both proving to be a great outlet
forward. Caleb’s never say die attitude always shone through with every second ball ending up at his
feet and with him steamrolling through players with his great strength. Jason on the other hand with
his balls over the top of the defence and shots from afar always had the oppositions defence pinned
back with no answer.
Right backs Max and Adam were our other outlets. Adam definitely made it his own. With his long
throws and strong tackles, he fulfilled the role perfectly! As well did Max. Max had the awareness of
when to be the deepest defender and when he could get forward. Always adding to the balance of the
backline and feeding the midfield vital balls.
Our holding mids comprised of Ko and Zack. Both great players in their own right. Ko (captain) always
led the boys out well on the pitch. With his lethal long-range shot and composure on the ball he really
stood out throughout the year. Zack playing off Ko was usually the one doing the dirty work. Always
being in the mix harassing players and not only being an outlet yet feeding our number 9 plenty off
ball.
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Wide midfield was Jarrod, Thomas and Brendan’s job. Thomas scoring probably the goal of the
season with a weak foot chip of the keeper outside the box, as well as constantly harassing the
oppositions right back then next second tucked in winning the ball in the midfield proved his strengths
in both attack and defence. Jarrod made right mid his home. With his blistering pace and when
needed tidy footwork, I’d back him to beat his left back 90% of the time! Showing so quite vividly come
the end of the season setting up many of our goals. Brendan was able to play wide mid both sides and
striker and has the goals and assists to prove it. He is a very unselfish player and will lay off when
needed and has the shot to create something when needed.
Our nine and ten Luca and Riley respectively both created the flare on the park. They’d work off each
other like gems. The mixture of Luca’s first time balls and Riley’s mesmerizing footwork often left
defences dazzled.
Our goalies/strikers Addy and Jordan. Both players not only scored goals but also saved them. Addy,
the safest pair of hands in the league and Jordan probably one of the best set of feet each fulfilled
each roles perfectly.
Players: Ko Boeser, Jordan De Stoop, Jason Fakira, Jeffrey Gismondo, Caleb Grima, Brendan Hill,
Jarod Hughs, Thomas Keith, Dylan Keyes, Adam Richardson, Max Riley, Luca Segedin, Riley
Sophokleous, Zachery Wise, Adisen Wright.
Coach: Lucas Wilkinson

Manager: Rebecca Harris

U14/1 – 3rd
Each of the boys brought their individual talents to the team. Our focus was to develop each player’s
overall football ability and develop the team to play quality possession based passing football. We
played some great football each week, with many great passing plays leading to goal scoring
opportunities. And so were very competitive with all teams throughout the season, playing some of
the best football in our division, as regularly advised by other coaches and spectators. Our biggest
challenge was the self-belief against physically stronger opponents. With a little encouragement, the
team realised their own capabilities near the end of the season and, put in good, consistently strong
performances against the top placed teams leading into and in the finals - Deservedly being rewarded
with a place in the final.
Thanks to Cheryl for joining us at training, and helping to encourage the boys to find their strengths.
Thanks also to the parents who supported of the team each week, and also giving the right guidance
to individual players when needed. Finally, thanks to Paul, for his help managing the team through the
year.
Well done team – a great season, a season to build on for 2015 - see you all next year!
Players: Ben Allan, Matthew Bird, William Brazier, Liam Clifford, Adam Hancock, Marcus Harrison,
Joshua Jacka, Brenton Jeffery, Leon Lynch, Thomas Lynch, Jesse Rheinberger, Rhys McLaughlin,
Nicholas Pasilow
Coach: Iain Lynch

Manager: Paul Brazier

U14/2 - 7th
This year saw the team promoted to Division 2 after a strong season in Division 3 last year. The team
saw some new faces combined with the majority of players from last year’s team. Unfortunately the
team was rocked by the departure of Adam Cameron due to a football ending knee injury. Shortly after
Daniel Bradshaw announced he would miss a large portion of football due to surgery from a previous
injury. So it has been a challenging year for the team and in the second half of the season the team
played some brilliant football, however unfortunately some of the results did not reflect the fruits of
their labour.
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Daniel Bradshaw returned to SUFC this year and took very little time to show his form as a defensive
wall. Adam Cameron showed some great skills returning from a knee reconstruction, only to be dealt
the same injury early in the season which ruled him out of football possibly forever. Ashley Corne
worked tirelessly all season and held the middle together well. Bailey Ellis was very reliable in keeping
the attackers at bay and Toby Frost attacked in a number of positions with good speed. Sam Heritage
showed his skill across the park in a number of positions while Jeremy Hume was always reliable and
consistent on the right half of the field. Tim Hurley showed great skill keeping goals and always kept
the score against us under control. Oz Murphy showed great courage and persistence all season and
Max Ong was the quite achiever but always worked hard in both attack and defence. Ben Paul
showed good speed and attacked at every opportunity. Jack Prineas showed excellent defensive skills
and drove the attack out of our half. Josh Smith hard in a number of positions and always put in a
strong display of football. Oscar Wheatley showed great control and set up some good plays
throughout the year.
Huge Thank you to Clive for all your effort and commitment at training and game day. You definitely
bought a new level of skills to the team. Thank you to the parents for supporting the team this year.
Thank you to all the players, I know that this season probably hasn’t delivered us the results that we
wanted, however I truly believe we have a core of players that we can continue and develop for years
to come.
Players: Daniel Bradshaw, Adam Cameron, Ashley Corne, Bailey Ellis, Toby Frost, Sam Heritage,
Jeremy Hume, Tim Hurley, Oz Murphy, Max Ong, Ben Paul, Jack Prineas, Josh Smith, Oscar
Wheatley
Coach: Graeme Ellis

Manager: Clive Bradshaw

U14/3 - 6th
Well another season has come and gone and though the boys may feel disappointed with their
position on this year’s ladder, every one of them should walk away from the season feeling justifiably
proud of the effort and enthusiasm they have put in.
This year’s season started a bit disjointedly with the coach being away for the first few games, games
being washed out and players away through injury and other commitments. But after these obstacles
were surmounted the team settled down into the well drilled unit I know they are.
Once again the players that have been with me for the last couple of seasons all showed signs of
improvement over the season and give me no reason to believe that they can’t step up a Division.
Callum McKay, Ryan Nightingale and Ben Hingston where consistent at the front and all chipped in
with goals over the year. Matt Mendham and Jarrah Tuckerman showed again how good they are in
the centre supporting the forwards and also being able to break through and attack in their own right.
Josh Waters now owns the position of stopper and can always be relied on to be in the right place at
the right time. At the back Nick McMaster, Callum Thorburn and Isaac Breia again foiled many an
attack and pulled off some superb defence.
Now to our new players, these boys fitted into the team seamlessly and made my life as coach both
easy and difficult, easy in that I knew I could rely on them and difficult in who to sub and when. Nick
Sirmais, once he got those long legs pumping he was almost impossible to catch and caught out many
an opposing player in attack or defence. Ben Pout, small and nimble, if there was a gap he could work
his way through it with the ball. Sam Lockwood who gave me the option of having a reserve goal
keeper or mid fielder, the only problem was deciding where I needed him most and finally Ethan
Hughes, the brick wall, when all else failed Ethan always seemed to be able to turn up in the right
place and at the right time to save us and with his big boot he could easily turn our defence into an
attack.
Again it has been my privilege to coach a team of well-mannered and enthusiastic players and I wish
them all well and hope they return to play next year. In closing I would like to thank our Manager
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Leanne Tuckerman for dealing with the paperwork and keeping me organised, Graeme Ellis for all his
assistance and encouragement and to all the parents’ thank you for all support during the season.
Players: Isaac Breia, Ben Hingston, Ethan Hughes, Samuel Lockwood, Callum Mckay, Nick McMaster,
Matthew Mendham, Ryan Nightingale, Ben Pout, Nick Sirmais, Callum Thorburn, Jarrah Tuckerman,
Joshua Waters.
Coach: Ken Nightingale

Manager: Leanne Tuckerman

U15/1 – 4th
Well, that was a strange year. We went ahead with a squad of just 11 and paid the price with injuries
spoiling what started out to be a very promising year. The boys performed with great enthusiasm week
in week out and were regularly beating bigger squads, managing to finish fourth in what was a very
competitive competition.
A grand final spot came down to the last game of the season and unfortunately the boys came up
short. But never ever gave up.
We had a lot of help form the 13s, 14s and 15/2s with upgrades, so thanks to all the coaches and
managers who helped with those.
Thanks also to manager Donna Patterson for the game day duties and jersey washing, always
appreciated.
The team is also blessed with a very supportive bunch of parents which made my job easier, thanks
folks.
And thanks also to the football & management committees and to the army of volunteers who run the
club. Without you there is no club.
Players Player – Ryan Tait
Coaches Award – Ben Sneesby
Players: Lachlan Atkins, Jeremy Barbuto, James Boidin, Aiden Morgan, Ryan O’Flanagan, Jacob
Patterson, Aidan Richards, Cooper Smith, Ben Sneesby, Ryan Tait, Brendan Vittozzi.
.
Coach: Bryan Richards

Manager: Donna Patterson

U15/2 - 7th
When the boys came together at the beginning of the season they knew it was going to be a tough
assignment; 11 players and no luxury of reserves. Although this allowed for maximum game time, the
70 minute matches were always going to be a test of character and fitness.
Despite these challenges, the team remained committed. There were times when the challenges
confronting the team felt like they were expected to build the space shuttle with a screw driver and a
spanner; they remained optimistic. It was impressive to witness every week the willingness of the
team to improve and enjoy their football.
At the end of each season it is good to reflect on the highlights, to remember those moments that
need to be etched in history. These are the team highlights for 2014:
•

Shorty’s double against Wentworth Falls, including a left foot volley that Tim Cahill would
include in his box collection.

•

Simon’s goal from just inside half way against Wentworth Falls. It was copybook Rooney.
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•

Kieran’s looping right foot volley from outside the 18 yard box against Glenmore Park. He
still wears a Suarez smile after that one.

•

Jackson’s left foot rocket against St Marys SC was a goal his idol Van Persie would have
been impressed with.

•

Ryan’s attempted imitation of Ibrahimovic against Glenmore Park; a long range shut my
eyes and see what happens shot which faded away from the goals from too much spin.

•

Michael’s air to goal missile header from a corner likened to Josh Kennedy’s world cup
qualifier against Iraq.

•

Ryley’s trademark Schwarzer-like tap over the goal saves, especially the one that held
Glenmore Park to a draw denying them a spot in the final.

•

Braydon’s speed to shut down attackers was quicker than Usain Bolt over the first 20 yards.
Don’t know about the remaining 80 though.

•

Olli’s coolness under pressure and not allow a hair to be displaced would make Gareth Bale
jealous.

•

Gerard’s ability to arrive at a match with seconds to spare and defend like an ANZAC would
make Lucas O’Neill proud.

•

Tom’s tenacity in and around the midfield was consistent like his name-sake Tom Rogic.

To the players from the U14/2s who made our team their home away from home – Ash, Bailey, Ben,
Tim and Toby – thanks for upgrading during the season. To our I wonder what colours she will have
in her hair today manager Wendy, thank you for your assistance during the season and keeping the
team organised. Lastly, thank you to the parents for supporting the team and providing them
encouragement.
Players: Tom Falconer, Olli Freame, Kieran Holder, Gerard Holman-Lee, Ryan Leehy, Simon Maher,
Ryley Millar, Brendon Minney, Michael O’Hare, Jackson Saunders, Braydon Wells
Coach: Sean Leehy

Manager: Wendy Millar

U16/1 – 8th
2014 was another season with a fairly new team, blended with a mix of existing players from last
season’s Div 1 & 2 teams, player’s returning after several years away from football and players
making the change from other clubs. The team gelled fairly quickly and were moving the ball around
well after only a few games and for a short period we were on top of the competition and showing
some promising signs. Unfortunately the momentum shifted around the time we were faced with the
challenge of 3 tough games within 64 hours. Suffering a heavy defeat on the 3rd of these games
against the form team of the past few seasons left the team with the tough task of bouncing back with
a win to boost their confidence again. The team saw just how tough it was and to the merit of their
character remained determined and competitive but were unlucky on numerous occasions not to see
the results go our way on the pitch and competition ladder.
The increase in the speed and physicality of the game from the 15’s to the 16’s also placed not only
physical challenges on the team, but some challenges that would test the sportsmanship and patience
of the players, and myself and the parents are very pleased and proud of the way the players
conducted themselves.
Thanks to Alex who was as Assistant Coach offered valuable input and assistance on training
evenings and game days and filling in when I couldn’t make training.
Thanks to Sylvia who worked tirelessly and did a fantastic job to keep everyone informed, wash the
jerseys, complete the Team Sheets and ensure that coaching the team was made easier knowing that
everything off the field was taken care of.
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Thanks to the players from the U15/1 and U16/2 who assisted the team with upgrades, your support
was great to have.
Thanks to the parents and spectators who supported the team with enthusiasm, and encouraging fair
play and sportsmanship.
Lastly thanks to the players for the season together and allowing me to watch you grow as young
men. There is an abundance of skill within you as a group of players and as a coach I would look
forward to the task of finding a way that we can work together to challenge ourselves next season. To
those who don’t return I wish you all the best in your endeavours and hope to see you back some time
in the not too distant future.
Players: Jack Bigland, Louis Boyd, Rohan Dugdale, Wilson England, Daniel Erich, Brodie Gilchrist,
Zac Grima, Angus Hosking, Ben Ong, Ben Ross, James Sherriff, Lachlan Thomas, Morgan Westley,
Harison Wittke.
Coach: Chris Gilchrist
Assistant Coach: Alex Ceccattini

Manager: Sylvia Ong

U16/2 - 6th
Bailey: Very quiet, but solid defender, like a stealth bomber, appears from nowhere to save the day.
When he got injured, he played very capably in goals.
Liam: Half of our courageous goalie unit, made some miraculous saves, very strong and brave in
defence, puts his body on the line.
Morgan: Our only ‘leftie’, one of our corner kickers and always in the right place in the box to collect
the rebounds.
Dean C: Likes to run with the ball and see how many people he can get past (apparently a lot). Never
stops running and never gives up.
Zachary: With lightning speed and amazing ball skills, literally throws himself at the ball, often scoring
a goal that no goalie could save. We missed him when he went away.
Mitchell: Omni present in the midfield; likes to use his head (wherever the ball is); huge dead ball kick;
runs himself ragged, has a 1 second rest, then goes again.
Simon: Does a lot of chasing up and down the field, has an accurate and well weighted cross and
takes most corners often finding someone’s head for a shot or goal.
Dean H: The other half of our courageous goalie unit; saves many goals with his long legs, a
skyscraper who always heads the ball before the opposition can reach it.
Joshua: A defender whose speed seemed to pick up the longer he was on the field. Very determined,
never gave up the chase.
Tomi: Small in stature but huge in skill and determination, bamboozled the opposition by running them
in circles, solid in defence and midfield.
Nicholas: Another solid defender with speed to burn, never lets the player get past, also likes to have
a run up front when he’s allowed.
Thomas: Seems to have grown a lot in height and skill and can now run very fast, always chasing and
never giving up, sometimes surprising himself when he ends up with the ball.
Michael: Another one of our dependable defenders makes some hard tackles and gets the ball up the
field to our forwards.
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Brendan: The smiling assassin, smiles at the opposition then jumps up and heads the ball away,
giving them no chance, also likes to score with his head, glad to see him back from injury for our last
game.
Gianni: Always keen to get on the field, waits for the perfect pass, juggles the ball, and then gets
thwarted by the opposition who stick to him like glue.
The team had a fantastic season. They played an entertaining game that had the spectators on the
edge of their seats. The coach, manager and parents are very proud of them. The boys can be very
proud of themselves. They showed great skill, determination, teamwork and sportsmanship at every
game.
Well Done boys!
Players: Bailey Attard, Liam Borg, Morgan Burchell, Dean Camilleri, Zachary Davey, Mitchell Duncan,
Simon Harrop, Dean Hill, Joshua Hood, Tomi Huttenen, Nicholas Johnston, Thomas Mackay, Michael
Noss, Brendan Palmer-Brown, Gianni Sipione.
Coach: Ian Hill

Manager: Annette Harrop
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Female Football Team Reports
U10 Girls (non-competition)
This year saw the formation of a dedicated girl’s team who decided to call themselves the “coconuts”.
There was little argument from the coach and manager as the girls were all clearly a bit “nutty”. A new
large team was formed and the girls moved up to the larger under 10 field. The girls embraced training
with enthusiasm and this flowed into their games on the weekend. Throughout the season the girls
have worked hard as a team scoring many wonderful team and individual goals. They showed
improved passing and ball control throughout the season.
Each of the girls have shown improvement in their soccer ability and have all been tremendous role
models for Springwood United as they played a friendly yet competitive brand of football all season.
They were supported by an equally enthusiastic supporter group at all of their games.
Well done girls on a great season.
U10 Girls 2014: Alice Bishop, Caitlin Graham, Eve Hurley, Ella Irvine, Eliza Manners, Holly McIlveen,
Evey McLaren, Rose Miall, Kayley O’Reilly, Molly Peak, Amy Rowntree, Ellie Savage, Annie Smith,
Demir Vassallo.
Coach: William “Bill” Manners
Assistant Coach: Andrew Graham

Manager: Craig Smith

U12/1 Girls Black – Runners Up
Firstly I would like to congratulate the under 12 Girls for making the grand final. Although the weather
kept us from training for 2 weeks the girls put in a really great effort and we just finished short, runners
up on the day.
To have a successful year we needed a team that was dedicated, passionate, have knowledge of the
game and to listen. We managed three out of four.
This team also included the manager Janine Peters who made the season so much easier allowing us
to focus on football.
When the teams were first graded we did not have a full time keeper and as it happened a young girl
(Brittany) joined our team that wanted to play keeper making this an easy choice. At that point we
started the season in a very attacking 3/3/4 layout and this was proving to be popular as we were
scoring regularly keeping morale high and the girls interested. It only took a couple of games to sort
out positions that made the team stronger.
Brittany an outstanding season as keeper and with each game grew in confidence.
Annabelle, Nina and Elizabeth our defence rarely gave the opposition any chance to score shutting
them down. The rock our game was built on.
Ally, Lauren, Zoe, Kath, Olivia and Holly normally our centres done an amazing job getting the ball
forward so we had the opportunities to score.
Chloe, Sarah, Elena and Alanna took advantage of the players behind them and made life difficult for
our opposing teams.
Although some of our girls were only 10 years old they played up a grade with the maturity of the older
girls. Some of the other teams were bigger and stronger than our girls but what we lacked in height
they made up for in courage and determination.
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Girls thank you for allowing me to be a part of your wonderful team. You played the game fairly and
represented your families and Springwood United in a positive and professional manner. I know all
your parents were proud of your achievements.
Parents, thank you for helping out at canteen and BBQ duties when asked and bringing the girls to
training and the games.
U12/1 Girls Black 2014: Lauren Allan, Katherine Bettencourt, Chloe Chapman, Olivia De La Harpe,
Alanna Dutton, Brittney Farrelly, Elena Goudis, Nina Ho, Zoe Peters, Sarah Rheinberger, Annabelle
Ruskin, Holly Skinner, Elizabeth Vidler, Alexandra Whitfield
Coach: Michael Skinner

Manager: Janine Peters

U12/1 Girls White – 7th
It was a tough season for the girls but their courage and determination was outstanding.
The girls turned up each week to training and games with a hunger to play soccer and this showed as
they got stronger as the season went on.
The first few games were hard for the girls but they soon bonded and the score lines became closer
with only an odd goal in each game, the girls played some outstanding soccer to keep the parents on
edge each game.
Thank you to Aubrey and Dion for your help and coaching support throughout the year I think the girls
benefited greatly from your input and this contributed to what was an enjoyable season.
Annika had a great season in goals and pulled off some brilliant saves.
Our back line of Rachael, Emily, Ellie, Tia and Lila had a tough job against some good attacking teams
but were excellent at holding the opposition at bay.
Amelia, Mia, Amber and Bella did a great job in controlling the midfield and Bella scored all the teams
goals for the season with some memorable free kicks.
Hannah, Ariel and Anna all joined the team this season in their first seasons of soccer and all three
girls did an excellent job in their first year.
Alayna joined later in the season but fitted straight in to the team playing great soccer.
Thank you to Mel our Manager for keeping us organised throughout the season and thank you to all
the parents for your support and the encouragement you gave the girls throughout the year.
And finally to the girls, thank you for what has been a wonderful season, I enjoyed nothing more than
seeing you all get stronger as players and as a team, well done.
U12/1 Girls White 2014: Lila Bishop, Ariel Czajkowski, Amelia Dennis, Tia Foley, Emily Hill, Amber
Hurley, Mia Leach, Anikka Millar, Hannah Montgomery, Anna Porter, Rachael Rowntree, Isabella
Valle, Ellie Watson, Alayna Williamson
Coach: Chris Hurley

Manager: Melissa Watson

U12/2 Girls - 7th
This year was a learning year for both players and coaches.
The start of the season we had new coaches, new faces and a mix of players, some had played
before and some not at all.
The competition was hard in the beginning but the girls never gave up.
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This team has left Michele and myself at the end of the season immensely proud and amazed by the
progress and commitment of all players.
This team of girls bonded quickly (around a bonfire at Michele's) and were a joy to coach.
Their smiles and enjoyment of the game was infectious.
By half way through the season their skills had improved enormously and many coaches from the
opposing teams commented on the girls performance.
We didn't win many games but the girls were always smiling, giggling and just enjoying themselves.
A big thank you to Judy for managing you did a fantastic job and to all the parents for encouraging the
girls, putting the nets up and for the support you gave Michele and myself.
Well done girls!! We are very proud of your sportsmanship throughout the season and your ability to
have fun win, lose or draw.
We hope to see you all again next year.
Players: Carla Adams, Cassidy Chambers, Jordan Chambers, Kathleen Crook, Claire Findlater,
Isabella Ligteringen, Emily McMaster, Abigail Palm, Bronagh Peel, Hayli Shiels, Ellie Smith, Georgia
Sroczynski, Imogine Vickers.
Coach: Megan Gilchrist, Michele Kralj

Manager: Judy Palm

U14/1 Girls – 8th
Despite only winning a couple of games the girls were competitive throughout the season. As the year
was starting to wind up the team was showing great improvement as a group and also individually. If
the season was to continue I’m sure we would keep seeing more positive results.
It was an enjoyable season as a coach and I hope that the girls enjoyed it as well and that they all
return for more football next year.
Ruby is a natural defender who saved us many times with her important tackles. She also started to
show leadership as the season went on.
Genevieve defended fearlessly throughout the year but also showed great skills when playing in the
midfield or out wide.
Kiaesha has incredible speed and glides past defenders with ease when she has the ball at her feet.
Brooke E spent the season in defence but has the skills to play any position on the park. Despite her
size she doesn’t allow any opposition player to out muscle her.
Sinead was playing her first season of football and finished the year looking as experienced as her
teammates. She showed great determination and skill improvement.
Brodie is everywhere. Scoring goals, setting up goals and dropping back to help defend. A naturally
talented footballer.
Maya is a good goal scorer who seemingly floats to get in front of defenders and then effortlessly
keeps the ball from them.
Erin J is outstanding as a defender who makes perfectly timed tackles, clearances and neat passes.
Chelsea works hard and can play up front, in the midfield or at the back. She showed great
determination to win the ball in every challenge.
Brooke V started the year as an excellent midfielder and finished as a promising goalkeeper who
commanded the whole penalty box and made important saves.
Erin O is a defender who will never back out of a challenge. She can play in any position across the
backline and showed great improvement throughout the year.
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Mikayla can play any position through the spine of the team. She set up and scored some very
important goals, particularly from midfield.
Astrid was excellent when playing as goalkeeper. She also played well and worked hard as both a
defender and a midfielder.
Madison worked hard running up and down the wings. She’s excellent with the ball at her feet beating
defenders.
Lily displays excellent ball control and an outstanding short passing game from out wide or in the
middle as well as making important tackles.
Marlena is a hardworking defender who makes critical tackles and can carry the ball forward to create
counter attacks. She reads the game well.
U14/1 Girls 2014: Ruby Arch, Genevieve Blandin de Chalain, Kiaesha Durie-Fox, Brooke Everard,
Sinead Gordon, Brodie Hancock, Maya Johns, Erin Johnson, Chelsea Jones, Brooke Vaughan, Erin
O’Reilly, Mikayla Robertson, Astrid Sarazen, Madison Sroczynski, Lily Stubbs, Marlena Thomson
Coach: Nigel Stubbs

Manager: Tonje Akerholt

U16/1 Girls - 6th
The team this year was a mix of U16 and U14 players with some who had played several years and
some who were really playing their first season. It was then a surprise when Nepean graded us in
division 1. Of the 16 players 12 of them identified as defenders. By the middle of season we were still
in contention for the finals but a run of five consecutive draws ended that hope. We had enough
chances to win each of those games but did not take them.
We finished the season with the third best defensive record and the third best for and against. Only
once were the girls beaten by more than two goals and that was because we were missing some
players. Rarely were we out of the running to win a game. Every team who played us knew they were
in for a fight if they wanted to beat us.
Naomi and Olivia were great in goals all season. Mel made a great transition from defence to midfield.
Georgii was a heading machine in midfield by the end of the season. The special Ks – Kaitlinn and
Katrina were the spearhead of our attack all season. Jade and Jess played well upfront and in defence
- saving goals and scoring them. Of our 16 players 10 scored a goal. Niamh and Brooklyn had one of
the best first seasons I have seen – particularly given they were having to learn how to play in div 1.
Dom really turned a corner in her understanding of the game doing some really clever play. Sam was
her unique and entertaining self. Jorgii improved and tried hard all season but injury cut short her
progress. Abbey was our last registration and fitted in quickly and her skill and effort were inspirational
each game – she never gave up. Georgia eventually found her place as a back after being asked to
play in attack and midfield most of the season – she finished the season playing strong. Then there
was Brid – the long suffering coach’s daughter who did not want to play but registered so her dad
could register the team. She played when it did not clash with Sunday school -that was the deal. She
defended fiercely and even went up front and scored. I have been told it definitely was her last season
after starting in the U10s team. She will be missed.
Special thanks to Jim and also Jono for helping out at training and Scott for taking on the heavy weight
of manager.
To all the parents thanks for your patience, encouragement and support through the season. Thanks
to those who put up and took down nets and Bron for washing the jerseys this season.
U16/1 Girls 2014: Melinda Allan, Abigail Barcham, Samantha Black, Jessica Cambourn, Jorgii
Cameron-King, Georgii Carlisle, Naomi Driscoll, Brooklyn Edwards, Niamh Hanrahan, Olivia
Hutchinson, Jade Kralj, Bridonie Nicholson, Kaitlinn Rutland, Dominique Sarazen, Georgia Thomas,
Katrina Vlasic.
Coach: Steven Nicholson

Manager: Scott Driscoll
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Senior Women's Football Representative Report

“If you’re in the penalty area and don’t know what to do with the ball, put it in the net and we’ll
discuss the options later.” - Bob Paisley. Well if only it was that easy…
Another season has come and gone and the 2014 season proved to be quite a successful one for our
3 senior ladies teams.
To the AAL/6 White, your attitude, enthusiasm and competitive quality continues to be an inspiration.
A big congratulations to the AAL/6 Black, the clubs only premiers for the season, with only 1 loss and
1 draw and only conceding 10 goals all year. What a fantastic effort ladies!
And last but not least, to the AAL/1, what a great season, finishing 2nd and winning the grand final, the
result of your hard work, determination and unwillingness to never give up. More than that, you are
just an awesome bunch of girls to play with.
A big thank you to the fearless coaches and managers, we are not always the easiest to manage but
we couldn’t do it without your support and encouragement. And of course to the tireless efforts of both
the Football and Management Committees, thank you for all the hours that you put into running our
club week in week out.
Whether you played in division 1 or 6, for competition or fun, I hope you had a fantastic season and I
look forward to seeing you all again next year.
Fiona Skrzypnik
Senior Women’s Football Coordinator
Springwood United Football Club

AAL/1 – Runners Up
What a fantastic 2014 season finishing a creditable 2nd in the best local women’s competition. Many
highlights come to mind but the most rewarding was the fabulous draw with the unbeaten and
competition winners, sadly the opposition equalised with 4 minutes to go. On another note: we have
also made the grand final against the winners even though we still have one game left to play, how
good is that? And the youngest team in the comp, Go Girls! (Late Note: We won the Grand Final 2-1,
a hard game but the girls battled valiantly).
The AA/L1s worked tirelessly throughout the season, we had our ups and downs so to speak and at
times we made life difficult for ourselves with missed opportunities, some silly errors and having a
depleted squad which had some impact especially when playing the stronger sides.
Regardless we soldiered on and as the season went on we gathered momentum and strength and
again the defence proved to be sound. Conceding 22 in the regular competition, all demonstrated
great resilience and passion. The midfield worked their socks off supporting the defence and attack;
they were truly an inspiration to each other all played with great movement and scored some
magnificent goals from afar and close range, at times their quick one twos left the opposition standing
and bedazzled.
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The forwards used their pace and skill to create chances sometimes out of nothing and none were
“bitters”. They played the game with fairness and intensity, never giving up on hope or passion, they
never complained about the feed or decisions against them. We had players that ran for every loose
ball where many would have given up. This competitiveness is what contributed to our finishing
position. Girls simply put, you were awesome and are the best.
Defence: Fiona H, Jemma, Yvette, Alice, Savannah and our awesome goalkeeper Laura were all
amazing. They were strong and well organised and all intercepted and broke down the opposition
attack, all showing great courage with Jemma taking some awesome throw-ins and Laura making
some top class saves with the Infamous Hand of God and Yvette scoring a couple of goals. The
defence tracked back superbly and put themselves at risk of injury often. We cannot ignore Fiona H’s
work ethics and dead ball kicks; they were awesome as was her skill.
Midfield: Maddi, Natalie, Kiera, Fiona S and Gaby were all dominant and, in most cases dictated the
pass and move theory. They played some cracking football at times, they were swift and decisive
winning most contests and distributing intelligently looking for return passes. We had soldiers in the
middle and all worked tirelessly with Maddi’s fitness shinning bright. Girls I would have liked to say
heaps about you all as in my eyes you’re all ace but the word restriction stops me so sorry about that.
Forward: Jess, Hannah (with an H) Mel, Georgia and Alyssa ran their hearts out against some strong
opposition defence, combining well in attack all the forwards mentioned scored some superb goals
with the pace of Jess leaving all in her wake. A special message does go out to Alyssa; she sadly
missed half the season due to a serious shoulder injury which lead to a reconstruction. Her and her
family still attended most of the games providing heaps of support to all team members, thank you.
A big thanks to the SUFC club, they all put so much in to the football at SUFC and ask for so little in
return, Guys you did an awesome job.
The hugest thanks to Andrew Harrop, the manager who made me look good; he kept all the squad updated regularly and was absolutely top class support. Thanks to all the players and of course the
parents and family.
“Dare to struggle, Dare to Win”
AAL/1 2014: Jess Bell, Alice Boidin, Gaby Boyd, Maddi Carter, Hannah Christie, Mel Dighton, Georgia
Dunham, Fiona Harrop, Alyssa Hartup, Jemma Jones, Natalie Meehan, Kiera Minney, Yvette O'Reilly,
Fiona Skrzypnik, Laura Tredinnick, Savannah Walker.
Coach: Steve Jones

Manager: Andrew Harrop

AAL/6 Black – Premiers
A diverse team made up of players, both new and experienced, young and a little older. The team
came together and didn’t let anything get in the way of having fun and playing great football. As the
season went on the team went from strength to strength, all the players gave their all not matter what.
Every player contributed to each and every win they had, being able to rely on each other to create
some fantastic attack and then cover in defence only conceding 10 goals all season. A very successful
year, finishing up premiers for 2014.
Well done team and see you next year.
Michelle Edwards: Never shied away from a challenge, first year playing, showed amazing skills
Michelle Kralj: Solid defence all year, set up many attacking raids from the back
Sarah Reynolds: Always enthusiastic, often heard saying ‘I’ll give it a go!’ Great first year scoring her
first goal mid-way through the season
Sarah Carter: Always happy to play, great composure and an all-round strong player
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Melinda Morris: Keen to play, surpassed her own beliefs
Jane Manners: Energetic, all out, all game, all season
Sue Hartup: First year playing, solid defender, showed great improvement in goals
Leanne Smith: Solid all round player, dominant force in the team, gave her all no matter where she
played
Breianna Gilchrist: Quite and efficient with a deadly boot
Megan Gilchrist: Heart of the team, surprised herself sometimes
Angelique Lynch: Attacking force of the team, when she goes she goes - a flash down the wing
Karen Dufty: Supplied confidence to the team from goals, on the field doesn’t know how to take a
backward step
Louisa Western: Always dependable, opposition under-estimated her skill at clearing the ball underpressure
Jessica Cambourn: Played up with the team for most of the year. Brought a new dimension to the
team, both in defence and attack, thanks Jess
AAL/6 Black 2014: Jessica Cambourn, Sarah Carter, Karen Dufty, Michelle Edwards, Breianna
Gilchrist, Megan Gilchrist, Sue Hartup, Michelle Kralj, Angelique Lynch, Jane Manners, Melinda
Morris, Sarah Reynolds, Leanne Smith, Louisa Western
Coach: Ken Dufty

Manager: Cheryl Lynch

AAL/6 White - 6th
So another year of football draws to an end and once again the ladies bid farewell to a season full of
improvement, development and fun times (and the odd injury or three).
The team acquitted themselves well against all comers and we’re always competitive, finishing the
season stronger than they started.
Thanks to manager Sue Dunn for keeping everything under control and thanks also to the football and
management committees from the club.
Congratulations ladies on great year, hope to see you all next year.
AAL/6 White 2014: Janelle Catalogna, Michelle Christie, Karen Doran, Sue Dunn, Annette Harrop,
Rhonda Jenkinson, Sharon Morgan, Michelle O’Flanagan, Donna Patterson, Jenny Patton, Emily
Quinn-Smyth, Debbie Richards, Lauren Richards, Donna Russell, Ingrid Wells, Lauren Wells
Coach: Bryan Richards

Manager: Sue Dunn
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Sunday Football Team Reports
U18/1 – 6th
Thanks to all the young men who were part of our team this year. There were players who had been
playing for years and a number of players who had returned to “the beautiful game” after a break, or
after trying one of the other codes for a few years.
One thing I can say about all of them was that they gave 100% commitment and effort for the whole
season. Although we finished out of the top four, by the end of the season we had shown great
development, both as individuals and as a team.
All players deserve commendation and none can be singled out. Every one of our young men gave
their best and never gave up. Well done to every one of you.
Special thanks must go to Graeme Brokman and Col Williams for their coaching and skills
development.
Well done all of you!
Players: Thomas Boys, Nathan Brokman, Nathan Brown, Craig Carruthers, Bradley Conway, Nicholas
Duncan, Matthew Dyer, Jacob Gilliland, Cooper Jackson, Luke Lehman, Lyndon Moss, Alexander
Rea, David Redmond, Eden Stubbs, Daniel Van Der Have, Aidan Williams.
Coach: Graeme Brokman

Manager: Vicki Redmond

U18/2 – Equal 1st (2nd on Goals For) Grand Final Winners
I am writing on behalf of Pat (Coach) and myself, what an enjoyable year.
To start, a point worth mentioning is that this team was made up totally of U17 year old players.
It is also worth mentioning that we were pipped at the post for the premiership by Colo (Archrivals for
quite some time now) same competition points, same for and against, but they scored 2 more goals
than us and we let in 2 less goals than them. How close was that guys?
And the most mentionable of all, is when we faced our Archrivals in the grand final, we dominated in
every aspect of the game and had a convincing 3 nil victory. Well-done champs.
Every single player in this team contributed to their successful year, from the seasoned campaigners
to the new recruits each and every one of them stood up when it was needed most. A perfect example
of this was in the finals when we had quite an under full strength side and the guys knuckled down to a
2 all draw to help get us into the grand final. Awesome.
I wasn’t going to name any of the boys because as I have mentioned they all made the best
contributions they were capable of, however, I do have to mention 2 lads. 1. Captain Daniel Sparks,
taken out early in the comp with a serious injury and returning at the end to get us over the line. And
2. Daniel Wheatley, great to have him back in the side especially when he had to make the long trip to
training from Silverdale in the middle of winter on his motorbike, great effort Dan.
As for the rest of the boys: The Keeper and the Backs; tough, great work ethic, unassuming and the
least amount of goals scored against in the comp, what more can I say. The Mids: hard working
terriers sometimes dead on their feet somehow finding the energy to link with the backs or the
forwards, tireless.
The Forwards: The never say die attitude that got us over the line on more than one occasion, and
some of the most brilliant goals I have seen at this level.
And for the talented few that can be thrown into any position and come up with the goods, well done
we all know who you are.
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At a personal note, I have been lucky enough to have been involved with the majority of these boys for
quite some time now, and seeing there extra commitment to training and there mature approach on
and off the field this year it’s obvious to me they have made the transition from a great bunch of boys
to a really decent group of young men.
Well done Coach Pat, on another great season, love your work.
Players: Joel Atkins, William Boidin, Joel Carter, Harrison Gill, Luke Harridge, Daniel Manning, Jarrod
McNicoll, Grant Melville, Patrick Moloney, Caleb O’Reilly, Jake Scaramuzzi, Daniel Sparkes, Callum
Stopford, Samuel Sturges, Rhys Webster, Daniel Wheatley.
Coaches: Pat O’Reilly & Ian McNicoll

Manager: Gillian Harridge

AAM/6 – 2nd
No Report Submitted.
Players: Brandon Daft, Aaron Driscoll, Jake Hankin, Joshua Irvine, Thomas Jackman, Tom Jackman,
Craig Lewis, Bradlee Longley, Joel Nunn, Blake Rayner, Rhys Rayner, Bryce Robertson, Kyle
Stanford, Luke Stanford, Alex Todd, Connor Toland, Jason Ward.
Coach: Tom Jackman

Manager: Jake Hankin

AAM/7 – 7th
This season was a fun but hard one, we were a new team coming together.
For almost all the season we played with no subs, many of the weeks we were down to only 8 players.
I have to give it to the guys, no matter what, the boys always had fun and put in 110%.
After almost every game I was told by the other teams coach or players and referees that they were
always impressed with our teams attitude and that they thought we could be at the top of the table if
we had the players.
Players: Ben Adams, Ashley Dickson, Rhys Edwards, Dylan Friedewald, Giles McLoughlin, Mark
McLoughlin, Sean McLoughlin, Ross Morley, Ethan Parlato, Sean Rowan, Joshua Sayers, Mitchell
Shore, Oliver Smith, Justin Towell, Martin Wyburn
Coach: Ben Adams

Manager: Ethan Parlato

AAM/8 – 6th
AKA - The Barry Whites
What to say about this season!
Well we turned up! Our woahs started from the very first training session where Morgan Drake gets
injured, out for the season! Followed by Chris Bartush's knee problems. Alexander the injury prone
Duncan. Spencer's "ACL" put him out for the rest of season, but only after what I think was the goal of
the season. To top off our injuries we had the regular season outages from the night before.... A few
honourable mentions. First off, Ben Robinson. Great first year in goals mate! Had a ripper season!
Jono Kibble, dazzling the opposition with some super skills! Geordie Fox, adapting into a new team is
never easy, add in the inexperience in the back line and he had an even tougher job than normal,
good stuff! In saying that, Daniel Jagiello, Daniel and Dave De Chelard, Chris Hovenden and Andrew
"shibba" Simankowicz went from strength to strength each week! Jarrod "the brick" Johnson and
Reece both had cracking seasons! Finally, congrats to Liam Dalby & Marc Munro for the awards you
earned!
Thanks for making my last year at Springwood United FC a memorable one!
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Players: Chris Bartush, Liam Dalby, Daniel De Chelard, David De Chelard, Morgan Drake, Alexander
Duncan, Geordie Fox, Stuart Fox, Chris Hovendon, Daniel Jagiello, Jonathon Kibble, Spender
Meharg, Marc Munro, Ben Robinson, Andrew Simankowicz
Coach: Stuart Fox

Manager: Morgan Drake

O35/1 – 6th
Promotion to the big league of Division 1 brought much anticipation and promise. Pre-season training
attendance was at an all-time high, even Pridey managed a session between tweeting and # tagging.
Knocking over long time arch rivals Hazo the cream of Div 1 (just ask them) in trial game 1 and we
could see no other outcome than silverware and FNSW Champions of Champions who had long been
awaiting our presence. Trial Game 2 against the minnows of the mountains and before we knew it we
were already basking in glory and salivating at the thought of the Goldheroos end of season trip
complete with all the glory of national team entitlements seeing a decked out Qantas 747 on its way to
Hawaii and tropical treasures.
1 win, 2 draws, 8 losses and a trip to Bulli Ice Baths was better than the next best thing.
FIFA International Eskyman of the Year: Bruiser
Backpass of the Year: Gilly
Goal of the Season: Mystery Upgrade? Closely followed by a Bruiser tap in at Trevor’s near post.
Impressionist of the Year: Tommy the Greek
Players Player: Pridey
Thanks to Ciaran and Gavin from 35/3 for stopping us bleeding out on many occasions.
Players: Peter Dempsey, Chris Gilchrist, Tom Goudis, Craig Harrison, Sean Leehy, Peter Monnink,
Peter Murphy, Trevor Pride, Bruce Robins, Christian Shaw, Donald Sivell, Andy Smith, Nigel Stubbs,
Glen Sullivan, Carl Tyrer.
Coach: Tom Goudis

Manager: Andy Smith

O35/3 - 5th
Well what a season! We had some returning players and some new blood. Some memorable
moments include inspirational traditional music at Werrington and Matt’s magic gloves at our last
home game. Unfortunately we did not make the Rio squad – so we chose Del Rio instead. Never mind
guys there is always Russia in 2018. Well done lads.
Players: Brendon Ackroyd, David Bailey, Lee Beames, Jamie Dunn, Graham Ellis, Andrew Graham,
Jason Green, Graeme Horner, Scott Jacka, Peter McKay, Gavin Morgan, Ciaran O’Flanagan, George
Papasotiriou, Brian Smith, Mark Tandy, Matt Tuckerman .
Coach: Ciaran O'Flanagan

Manager: Gavin Morgan

O35/4 – 6th
No Report Submitted
Players: Craig Adams, John Baxter, Anthony Cavanagh, Michael Cini, Roy Clifford, Brad Cook, Alan
Griffiths, Mark Grima, Noel Lynch, Michael Magyary, Brogan Mulhall, Tulio Penserini, Trevor
Rowntree, Rory Shanahan, Derek Temple, Duncan Walker
Coach: Brad Cook

Manager: Jane Walker
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Premier League - 5th
The Springwood United FC Prems Squad entered into the competition for the first time in 2013. With a
new squad coming together, promoting the local youth players, results were somewhat hard to come
by. For reasons unknown we were not accepted back into the Prems competition for 2014. However a
late change from Nepean Football Association allowed the squad to be entered into the Prems 2
competition for 2014. This was not confirmed until mid-February.
The task of trying to build a squad in this short time was not easy, but with a lot of the squad from last
year returning this made things a lot easier. A short preseason and bad weather made the start of the
season somewhat hectic, with our first game of the season not being until round 5. The final squad
was selected with about 30 players signed up. You would think this would be enough for the season,
but at some stages I could've done with a squad of about 50. Injuries, work and holidays hurt us
massively at some points. The selected squad was a good mixture of youth and experience, with two
players being over the age of 40, and the youngest being 17.
With some former state league players joining the squad, and some quality Springwood United juniors
the signs were good for a promising season.
A simple game plan was developed with the emphasis on playing the ball short and quick, utilising our
speed and youth. To the boy’s credit, they stuck to this plan, even on those occasions when the
results weren't going our way.
Throughout the season there were some mixed results, and it seemed to be when we played the top
teams we played our best football. A lot of teams, especially towards the end of the season, knew that
they were in for a real battle, with numerous opposing coaches commenting on how the squad was
progressing. To me this is a real indication on the performance of the squad when opposing coaches
are that impressed.

After a long season, the Prems squad finished in 5th place with 8 wins, and the Reserves finishing in
8th position. The only reason for the reserves finishing in this position was a lack of numbers at certain
stages. It was a very rare occasion that I didn't have players backing up in both grades.

I would like to thank all the squad for your efforts throughout the year. It was a pleasure to be involved
with such a great group for my first year in coaching. Special mention must be made to Iain Lynch and
Matt Frail, who helped me throughout the season when I was unavailable through work and other
commitments. Without you guys helping out with the team sheets and general support my job would've
been a lot tougher.
Players: Romulo Araujo, Craig Bamford, Pat Bartush, Ryan Blayney, Blake Doran, Matt Dyer, Beau
Flaherty, Matt Frail, Harry Hatton, Campbell Hislop, Michael Jones, Tim Kelly, Nicholas Kramhoft, Iain
Lynch, Jayden Magennis, Lucas Magennis, Zach McIlvride, Callum McSullea, Dylan O'Brien, Alex
O'Connor, Daniel O'Connor, Ty Parlato, Max Peake, Brady Robson, Mitchell Robson, Daniel Seymour,
Joel Thompson, Sam Timbs, Ashley Wacher, Justin Welbergen.
Coach: Tim Kelly
Managers: Matt Frail, Iain Lynch, Tim Kelly, and whoever was available.
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SUFC Football Competitive Teams Summary - 2014
Team

Pos

P

W

D

L

F

A

GD

PTS

U12G/1 Black

2 from 7

14

9

0

3

27

8

19

27

U12G/1 White

7 from 7

14

0

1

11

4

49

-45

1

U12G/2

7 from 8

14

1

1

12

10

59

-49

4

U14G/1

8 from 8

14

1

4

9

15

45

-30

7

U16G/1

6 from 9

18

5

6

5

26

21

5

18

AAW/1

2 from 8

14

8

3

3

31

22

9

27

AAW/6 Black

1 from 8

14

12

1

1

49

10

39

37

AAW/6 White

6 from 8

14

3

2

9

16

25

-9

11

U12/1

2 from 8

14

10

1

3

45

20

25

31

U12/3

5 from 7

14

5

0

7

20

49

-29

15

U13/1

4 from 8

14

7

4

3

28

10

18

25

U13/3

5 from 7

14

4

3

5

17

18

-1

18

U14/1

3 from 8

14

10

0

4

53

25

28

30

U14/2

7 from 8

14

3

1

10

13

38

-25

10

U14/3

6 from 10

18

6

3

9

37

43

-6

21

U15/1

4 from 8

14

6

2

5

41

30

11

20

U15/2

7 from 7

14

1

1

10

18

72

-54

4

U16/1

8 from 10

18

4

2

12

25

46

-21

14

U16/2

6 from 10

18

7

4

6

41

41

0

25

U18/1

6 from 8

14

4

0

10

23

53

-30

12

U18/2

2 from 8

14

11

1

2

76

12

64

34

Prem2

5 from 8

21

8

1

12

56

56

0

25

Prem2R

8 from 8

21

3

4

13

22

48

-26

13

AAM/6

2 from 8

14

9

2

3

46

27

19

29

AAM/7

7 from 8

14

3

2

9

31

60

-29

11

AAM/8

6 from 7

14

2

1

9

15

50

-35

7

O35/1

6 from 7

14

2

2

8

20

26

-6

8

O35/3

5 from 7

14

4

1

7

14

24

-10

12

O35/4

6 from 8

14

4

3

6

15

32

-17

15
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Friday October 10

Melbourne Victory

Western Sydney Wanderers

Etihad Stadium

Saturday October
18

Sydney FC

Western Sydney Wanderers

Allianz Stadium

Friday November 7

Wellington Phoenix

Western Sydney Wanderers

Westpac Stadium

Perth Glory

Western Sydney Wanderers

NIB Stadium

Western Sydney Wanderers

Central Coast Mariners

Pirtek Stadium

Western Sydney Wanderers

Newcastle Jets

Pirtek Stadium

Western Sydney Wanderers

Sydney FC

Pirtek Stadium

Western Sydney Wanderers

Brisbane Roar

Pirtek Stadium

Adelaide United

Western Sydney Wanderers

Coopers Stadium

Western Sydney Wanderers

Melbourne City

Pirtek Stadium

Brisbane Roar

Western Sydney Wanderers

Suncorp Stadium

Wellington Phoenix

Western Sydney Wanderers

Westpac Stadium

Thursday January 1

Western Sydney Wanderers

Central Coast Mariners

Pirtek Stadium

Tuesday January 6

Western Sydney Wanderers

Melbourne Victory

Pirtek Stadium

Sunday February 1

Melbourne City

Western Sydney Wanderers

AAMI Park

Sunday February 8

Western Sydney Wanderers

Wellington Phoenix

TBC

Newcastle Jets

Western Sydney Wanderers

Hunter Stadium

Adelaide United

Western Sydney Wanderers

Coopers Stadium

Western Sydney Wanderers

Sydney FC

Pirtek Stadium

Sunday March 8

Brisbane Roar

Western Sydney Wanderers

Suncorp Stadium

Friday March 13

Western Sydney Wanderers

Melbourne Victory

Pirtek Stadium

Saturday March 21

Western Sydney Wanderers

Newcastle Jets

Pirtek Stadium

Saturday March 28

Perth Glory

Western Sydney Wanderers

NIB Stadium

Friday April 3

Western Sydney Wanderers

Melbourne City

Pirtek Stadium

Saturday April 11

Central Coast Mariners

Western Sydney Wanderers

Central Coast Stadium

Saturday April 18

Western Sydney Wanderers

Adelaide United

Pirtek Stadium

Saturday April 25

Western Sydney Wanderers

Perth Glory

Pirtek Stadium

Saturday
November 15
Wednesday
November 19
Saturday
November 22
Saturday
November 29
Wednesday
December 3
Saturday
December 6
Saturday
December 13
Friday December
19
Sunday December
28

Saturday February
14
Saturday February
21
Saturday February
28
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Sunday September
14
Sunday September
21
Saturday September
27

    

 

 

Western Sydney Wanderers

Canberra United

Campbelltown Stadium

Melbourne Victory

Western Sydney Wanderers

Broadmeadows Valley

Western Sydney Wanderers

Sydney FC

Marconi Stadium

Western Sydney Wanderers

Perth Glory

Marconi Stadium

Sunday October 12

Brisbane Roar

Western Sydney Wanderers

Suncorp Stadium

Sunday October 19

Western Sydney Wanderers

Newcastle Jets

Marconi Stadium

Sunday October 5

Sunday October 26

Sydney FC

Western Sydney Wanderers

Jubilee Oval

Saturday November
1

Canberra United

Western Sydney Wanderers

McKellar Park

Sunday November 9

Western Sydney Wanderers

Melbourne Victory

Marconi Stadium

Perth Glory

Western Sydney Wanderers

Ashfield Sports Club

Adelaide United

Western Sydney Wanderers

Adelaide Shores

Western Sydney Wanderers

Brisbane Roar

Sportingbet Stadium, Penrith

   

  

Saturday November
15
Sunday November
23
Sunday December 7

 

    

Sunday November
2
Saturday
November 8
Monday November
24
Sunday December
7
Saturday
December 27
Sunday January 4
Wednesday
January 28
Saturday February
7
Monday February
23

Western Sydney Wanderers

Adelaide United

Blacktown Sportspark

Western Sydney Wanderers

Melbourne Victory

Blacktown Sportspark

Western Sydney Wanderers

Central Coast

Blacktown Sportspark

Western Sydney Wanderers

Melbourne City

Sportingbet Stadium, Penrith

Western Sydney Wanderers

Sydney FC

TBC

Western Sydney Wanderers

Newcastle Jets

TBC

Western Sydney Wanderers

FFA Centre of Excellence

TBC

Western Sydney Wanderers

Perth Glory

Marconi Stadium

Western Sydney Wanderers

Brisbane Roar

Marconi Stadium
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Springwood United FC Sponsors Season 2014
Active Automotives
All Sports Direct Pty Limited (formerly Gorilla Sports)
Blue Mountains Carpet Cleaning
Cunningham Builders
Espresso To Go
Ezi Bin
G & K Power
Hunter’s Shoes Store
Lower Mountains Physiotherapy
Michael Edwards Lifestyle Homes
Paint Right
PAPW – Penrith Art Printing Works
Springwood Sports Club
Stralia Web
Templeman Consulting Pty Ltd
Tuition Works
Western Districts Trophies
Winmalee Pizza
Winmalee Village Centre
Winmalee Carpentry
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Associated Sports Australia Trust acknowledgement
Outside of my involvement with SUFC, I have been both pleased and proud to have been able to
assist, in a small way, the development of a local charity, Associated Sports Australia Trust (ASAT).
During this season, SUFC adopted as our partner charity.
ASAT is a small but very active charity founded in 2000 to provide assistance to individuals and their
families who have suffered a sport-related spinal injury.
While high-profile sports people who suffer a spinal injury are usually in a position to receive
significant compensation and support, amateur competitive sports people and those ‘just having a bit
of fun’ are not so lucky. The level of support available is rarely enough.
In establishing the Trust, local John O’Sullivan had a vision to establish a respite retreat based in the
Blue Mountains to provide some much needed’ time out’ for those suffering debilitating spinal injuries
and their carers. While this remains a goal, John has seen more important and urgent issues attract
his focus and the Trust provide support directly to individuals. Sadly, but I am sure gratefully,
members of our Club and local community have been the recipients of this support.
During the 2015 season SUFC will look to strengthen its relationship with ASAT and personally,
having more time on my hands having stepped down as Chairman, I hope to be able to again become
involved with this great local initiative.
For more information or to make a donation, please go to www.sportstrust.org.


Wayne Moloney
Chairman
Springwood United Football Club
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FOOTBALL
The Nursery Trophy (U5-7)

Aiden Wade-Ferrell

The Little Legend Award (U8-9)

Alexander Wright

Most Promising Junior Player (U10-11)

Ethan Muller

Kerry’s Motors Trophy (Most Outstanding U12-13)

James Roberts

Andy Howard Trophy (Most Outstanding U14-16)

James Boidin

The Bill Seymour Trophy (Most Outstanding AA Player) Joel Atkins
The Junior Girl Player of the Year (U11-12)

Alannah Dutton

The Junior Women’s Player of the Year (U13-16)

Abigail Barcham

The Senior Women’s Player of the Year (U17-AAL)

Maddi Carter & Fiona Harrop

Trevor Pride Trophy (Most Outstanding GK U10-11)

Dexter Stretton

Robert Stubbs Trophy (Most Outstanding GK U12-U16)

Liam Warwick

Templeton Trophy (Most Outstanding Senior GK)

Laura Treddinick

Paul Bryden Trophy (Most Outstanding O35 Player)

Peter Dempsey

B.M.C.C Shield for the Highest Placed AA Team

AA Ladies Division 6 Black

Coach of the Year

Steve Jones – AA Ladies Div 1

President’s Trophy For Most Successful Coach

Ken Dufty – AA Ladies Div 6 Black

G.E. Watson Trophy – Senior Clubman

Nigel Stubbs

Junior Clubman

Jackson Saunders

Volunteer of the Year

Bryan Richards

The Martin Kol Player’s Player of the Year (1st Grade)

Iain Lynch

The Chris Bird Player’s Player of the Year (Res Grade)

Daniel O’Connor

B.M.C.C Trophy for Best & Fairest U12 – U18 years old

Natalie Meehan

B.M.C.C Trophy for Most Improved (Prems)

Daniel O’Connor

The David Brown Trophy Best Senior Player (Prems)

Ryan Blayney
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